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MAPS. A Preface
by Christopher J. Walker

The selection of the maps shown here, and the essay that accompanies them, prove that antique maps are far
more than decorative curios, or quaint items to frame and hang on walls. Rather, they constitute vital and
intricate elements at the heart of serious history, science and international trade.
No one can begin to understand the political developments of the ancient or the modern worlds without
studying a reasonably accurate map. We cannot assess the logistics of power without consulting a
representation of a region and its communications. The follies and misunderstandings of many nations, both
ruling and ruled, have often derived from ignorance of maps (or from looking at maps with too small a scale).
Both warfare and peacemaking require the best possible maps. Students of history need at all times to have
access to a map of the area they are studying.
Map creating, as this study makes clear, parallels the development of science itself: rapid at the beginning,
in the milieu of the Alexandrian Greeks, followed by many centuries of slow or even reverse development,
before the dawn of scientific methods and observation in early-modern times.
Maritime traders (or indeed raiders) required charts of the greatest accuracy, and the account given here of
the secrecy with which they were held is of great interest.
Maps too have a political significance. This essay is very useful in separating fact from fiction on the use or
not of the term ‘Armenia’ in old maps. Until the late nineteenth century maps-drawers were relaxed about
the appearance of the word ‘Armenia’. Maybe map-makers of those times had not yet been ordered to
suppress certain geographical terms. Maybe too their rulers did not then have bad conscience.
This short but important study reminds us of the practical difficulties that had to be overcome before the
production of accurate maps, and of the vital need today, in the study of history or the development of
political ideas or the advancement of trade, to have a map ready at hand.
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ARMENIA: A HISTORICAL NOTE

Armenians (self-ethnonym hay) are the aboriginal inhabitants of the Armenian
Highlands, located between Anatolia, Persia and south of the Caucasus, and
form a part of the Indo-European cultural world. The first military-political
formations were known here from the middle of the second millennium BC (e.g.
the Hayasa of Hittite sources). Proto-Armenian tribes are believed to be one, if
not the predominant ethnic component of these formations. They also formed the
main component of Urartu (ninth to sixth centuries BC) – a classical Orientaltype state in the Armenian Highlands. After the fall of Urartu in the sixth century
BC, Armenian state formations succeeded one another continuously up to the
fifth century CE (sometimes with vast territories, even exceeding the area of the
Armenian Highlands, such as during the reign of Tigran the Great in the first
century BC). After four and a half centuries of interruption, Armenian statehood
was restored in the late ninth century and existed until the mid-eleventh century.
Though a number of small Armenian principalities existed in the Armenian
Highlands and despite the Armenian kingdom of Cilicia outside of it (twelfth to
fourteenth centuries), the national state as such was restored only in the beginning
of the twentieth century, when the Armenian Republic (1918–1920, nearly 60,000
sq. km) was formed on the territory of Eastern Armenia. In 1920, the Armenian
Soviet Socialist Republic was formed, which occupied only 29,800 sq. km – a
result of the expansionist policies of Turkey and Soviet Russia.

doctrine (Christianity was adopted in Armenia as a state religion in 301) and the
written language (the Armenian alphabet was created by Mesrop Mashtots in
405).
The perennial struggle for the restoration of the state took a new form of expression
with the penetration of European and Russian policy into the Near East. One of
the levers of this policy became the so-called ‘Armenian Question’, which gained
official international recognition in 1878 after the San Stefano peace treaty and
the Berlin Congress. From 1890 until the beginning of the First World War the
Armenian population of the Ottoman Empire had been subjected to periodical
mass pogroms and massacres, with tens of thousands of Armenians falling victim.
The First World War gave the Young Turk government an opportunity to solve
the Armenian question – by ethnically cleansing Turkey of the indigenous
Armenian population. Between 1915 and 1918 massacres and mass deportations
of Armenians were realized, the last wave of these massacres also touching some
south Caucasian regions such as Baku (in 1918) and Shushi (in 1920).
From the time of the Middle Ages, the Armenian Diaspora had formed during
periods of foreign invasions and in the absence of national statehood. However, its
ranks were swelled immensely following the Genocide.
In the late 1980s Armenian political life was strongly stimulated by the movement
for the reunification of Nagorno-Karabagh (an Armenian enclave within Republic
of Azerbaijan) with Armenia. For the first time under Soviet rule a democratic
election was held in Armenia in 1990. In accordance with the declaration ratified
by Parliament on 23 August 1990, the Armenian SSR was renamed the Republic
of Armenia, and on 21 September 1991 a referendum decided its secession from
the USSR and the independent Republic of Armenia was re-born.

After a lengthy period of absence, statehood was restored due to strong ethnoconsolidating factors of a non-political character, which secured the survival of
the Armenian people during those periods when they were included in other
ethnic state formations (Iran, Byzantium, the Arabian caliphate, the Ottoman
Empire, the Russian Empire, the USSR). The two main factors preserving
Armenian ethnicity were the autonomous Armenian Church of monophysite
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FOREWORD

Ever since I bought some old printed maps in 1976, I have been considering
preparing a book about the subject in general, in which antique maps drawn by
world famous cartographers depicting the geographical area of Armenia would
be displayed together. Friends encouraged me to pursue the idea, and I eventually
started work on the project.

or Pontos Euxinos) and the Caspian (Hyrcanean or Tabarestan) Sea, bordered
by the following countries:

This book, which is the end result of personal interest, is not a scientific
cartographic study, or an examination of the history of Armenia and its borders at
various periods of its chequered past. Such research has already been admirably
undertaken by academicians and historians with great success. The present
volume is a book about a number of historically important maps, which show the
general geographical area of Armenia. All these maps were prepared by the highest
cartographic and geographic authorities of their time and constitute a vital part
of our picture of the past.

-

to the north, the lands of Colchis, Iberia and Mingrelia, which are
known today as Georgia

-

to the east, the countries of (Caucasian) Albania or Arran, including
regions such as Shirvan, Talish and Moghan, today’s Republic of
Azerbaijan

-

to the south-east, the Province of Atropatene (Iranian Azerbaijan or
Adirbegan) in the country of Persia, formerly the Persian Empire
(first Achemenid, latterly Sassanid), today’s Iran

-

to the south-west, the River Tigris, Assyria, Babylon and Kurdistan,
today’s Iraq

-

My plan has been to find the most ancient map where Armenia (the land of
Ararat or Urartu) is mentioned and from there to examine the works of Greek
and Alexandrian geographers and medieval authors, thence moving on to the
Renaissance and modern time.

to the west, the Phrygia and Lydia of antiquity, the Byzantium of late
antiquity, the Ottoman Empire until 1918, and today’s Turkey.

Historically Armenia has been divided into two parts, Greater Armenia and Lesser
Armenia (Armenia Maior and Minor). Greater Armenia formed the main body
of the landmass located in the Armenian Highlands, whereas Lesser Armenia
has been the westernmost part of Armenia, just outside the Armenian Highlands.

I have included a short history of cartography as it relates to the maps of Armenia,
starting with the oldest known maps and continuing through the development of
the craft of mapmaking up to the present, describing the important milestones of
the craft, as well as providing some basic information about the geographers and
cartographers of the past.

Over 25 centuries of existence the borders of Armenia have changed frequently
and extensively. The size of its territory has varied from being larger than that of
France and Germany combined, to being smaller than Belgium. But let us leave
this to the experts and historians.

Looking at all these maps the reader will observe that the country called ‘Armenia’
is situated in the area sometimes called the Armenian Highlands or Plateau,
roughly in the geographical area located south of the Caucasus range of mountains
and east of Asia Minor or Anatolia. It lies between the Black Sea (Pontus Euxinus

The Armenian Highlands or the Armenian Plateau, where Armenia is situated,
have sometimes been called ‘Eastern Anatolia’. This terminology is incorrect,
since the Armenian Highlands are located to the east of Anatolia and the
Anatolian Plateau, which begins near the valley of Sivas and Kayseri (Caesaria).
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One of the crowning achievements of Mustafa Kemal ‘Ataturk’ was to change the
Turkish script. The old Arabic characters were exchanged for the Latin script
and with one stroke of the pen all historic archives and documents, including
those that bore the name of ‘Armenia’, were rendered illegible to the young
generation of Turks. Thus any text bearing the name of Armenia could easily be
‘adjusted’ by the editors, when these books were reprinted using the new script!

The Armenian Highlands are not part of Anatolia, and it is therefore incorrect to
call them ‘Eastern Anatolia’. This terminology was coined some time in the
nineteenth century by the Ottoman government, when they wished to assert the
Turkish heritage of their lands during periods of friction with Russia and a number
of Western governments. Thus the name of the Armenian Highlands was replaced
by Eastern Anatolia, removing the name Armenia from the area, where the
Armenians had lived continuously for over 2500 years.

It is also incorrect to call Armenia (or for that matter Republics of Georgia and
Azerbaijan) ‘Transcaucasia’, since this terminology (literally meaning ‘beyond
the Caucasus’) is only geographically correct from the point of view of the
authorities of Sankt Petersburg.

In Ottoman manuscripts of the period up to the eighteenth century, in particular
in the Jehân Numâ of Mustafa Ibn-Abdullâh (1609–57), known as Kâtib Chelebi
or Hâdji Khâlifah, who was the first Turkish geographer, the areas of Van, Erzerum
and Kars are described as part of Armenia. (See Figs 108, 109, 116 and 119.) Chapter
41 of Chelebi’s manuscript describes Western Armenia and its borders, which
were under Persian and Ottoman rule. The term ‘Ermenistan’ (Armenia in Turkish
and Persian) appears in all his manuscript editions until the late seventeenth
century and the printed editions of the early eighteenth century. However from
the nineteenth century onwards the newly published editions gradually cease to
use this name and begin to replace ‘Armenia’ with ‘Eastern Anatolia’. This is
clearly seen on the map in Fig. 116, where in translating from the German original,
the name of Armenia is reduced in size to such an extent as to become barely
noticeable. This turkification has been carried out to such an extent that in the
twentieth century editions of Chelebi’s book, the title of Chapter 41 has been
altered from ‘Armenia’ to ‘Eastern Anatolia’. Even carpets woven by the Armenians
of Erzerum, Van and other regions have been renamed ‘Eastern Anatolian
Carpets’.1 At the present time (2003) any book or map mentioning the name
‘Armenia’ within the territory of present-day Turkey, which might be carried by
the unsuspecting tourist, is subject to confiscation.

Another important point that I should like to mention for the uninitiated is that
after the invasion of the area by the Turkic tribes in the eleventh century and the
establishment of the Ottoman Empire in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries CE (Common Era = AD), the area of Armenia was sometimes shown as
‘Turcomania’. The use of this term, mainly during the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, was encouraged by the Ottoman Sultans and was adopted by many
Western cartographers of the time (Injejian – Venice 1806, page 13). It refers to
‘Turkish Armenia’ and probably arose from the mixing of the words Turkish and
Armenia, thus the term ‘Turco-mania’. (See Fig. 77.)
I would like to clarify that in the main text any mention of Iberia refers to Caucasian
Iberia, which together with Colchis and Mingrelia form today’s Georgia. Any
mention of Albania refers to Caucasian Albania located to the west of the Caspian
Sea.
In accounts and maps produced prior to 1918, the region of Iran called Azerbaijan
or Aderbijan (also known as Atropatene, which is the old version of the name
Azerbaijan) has always been shown to the south of the Arax(es) River, which is

1. This can be seen in most issues of the HALI magazine printed in London.
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the border of Iran and Armenia today. The name of Azerbaijan in relation to any
land to the north of the Arax(es) only appears after 1918, when, subsequent to the
fall of imperial Russia, the South Caucasus gained independence from Russia,
and the three so-called ‘Trans-Caucasian’ republics of Armenia, Georgia and
Azerbaijan came into existence. The name of Armenia had been in existence for
millennia and the name Georgia – since the sixteenth century, but the name
Azerbaijan was new for this territory, borrowed from the Iranian province of
Azerbaijan, which lies across the river to the south. This territory, prior to being
called Azerbaijan, was called Albania (Arran), which included the various
khanates (khans’ districts) of Derbend, Shirvan, Dag(h)estan, Talish, Shusha
and Moghan.

the continents and various parts of the world where Armenia is shown in one form
or other, as well as maps of Armenia itself. The maps are reproduced in
chronological order.

R. Galichian
London 2004

Finally, all the maps reproduced in this volume have some sort of Armenian
connection, but they are only a sample of a vast number of maps of that area. The
criteria that I have used in selecting the maps have been, in descending order, the
importance of the map, its being representative of a certain era of history and
cartography, and finally the manner of its presentation. A huge collection of maps
exists in the British Library, where I have sourced most of my maps. Another
source is the Bibliothèque Nationale de France. I have also utilized maps from a
number of other libraries and museums from all over the world.
In the main section of the volume each reproduction is accompanied by an
explanatory text, which provides the reader with details of the cartographer, the
origin of the map and its date, as well as size and provenance. Additional
explanations are offered regarding the particularities of each map and family of
maps, with special attention paid to the manner and extent of the depiction of the
area of Armenia.
The maps reproduced in the present volume consist of world maps and maps of
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF MAPS OF
ARMENIA

1. Introduction

2. The early times

The Armenian people have lived continuously in the general area of the Armenian
Highlands for over 2500 years. This land has been called by various names such
as the Land of Urartu, Land of Ararat, Armenia, Hayastan (the name in the
Armenian language) and even Turcomania. This can be observed on the maps of
the various historic periods as well as in the historical and geographical works
dating from the ancient time until today.

The name of Armenia appears in one of the oldest cartographic documents. This
is the oldest known map of the world, a Babylonian clay tablet from the sixth
century BC, which depicts the world as a disc floating in the seas with Babylon at
its centre, surrounded by Assyria, Harran and Armenia.1 (See Fig. 1.) The

Armenia has appeared in all the maps of the area, sometimes as an independent
state and at other times as a country divided between its neighbouring empires.
However, in one form or other, it invariably does appear in the texts and the maps
of the ancient Greeks and the Alexandrians as well as in Islamic and Roman
documents and maps.

The Greek historian Herodotus, who lived around 489–425 BC, was a keen
geographer, who also travelled to Armenia. According to him, in about 500 BC,
Aristagoras of Miletus exhibited a map in Sparta, which he had made on an iron
plate, in order to encourage an attack on the kingdom of Persia. The map showed
the territories of Lydia, Phrygia, Ionia, Cilicia, the island of Cyprus, Armenia and
the city of Susa, the seat of the king of Persia. It can be deduced that the map was
of the Middle East, Armenia and Persia. (See Fig. 3.)

Euphrates is shown flowing down from the Armenian mountains passing through
Babylon (Iraq) and eventually into the Persian Gulf.

Despite being landlocked, Armenia even appears in portolan charts, which were
produced for navigational purposes and generally covered coastal countries and
towns only. This was probably due to fact that the country was well known in the
West. Perhaps this was the result of the activities of Armenian merchants in
Venice, Amsterdam and other European centres of trade, or perhaps because of
their common Christian heritage. Armenia features dominantly in the Christian
world, since in the year 301 it was the first country to adopt Christianity as its
official state religion. Since then the Armenians have been established in
Jerusalem, where, today, the Armenian Monastery of St James is one of the
guardians of the Holy Places.

3. Armenia in the Greek and the Alexandrian schools

Cartography, which started as some lines and circles drawn on clay tablets or
etched on stone, has travelled a long way. Today the map is an essential reference
document and it is interesting to know what it meant to our forebears.

The name of Armenia appears in many of the documents from this period of
history. In the classical Greek world Anaximander of Miletus, who lived from
about 611 to 547 BC, is considered to be the father of cartography. He is reputed to

Nothing much is known about the astronomical, geographical and cartographical
knowledge of the ancients who built Stonehenge in Wiltshire and Zorakarer in
Sisian, Armenia, eerily similar in construction and planning. However, these
structures, together with the observatory of Metzamor near Yerevan, come to
prove that our ancestors did indeed watch the sun and the moon as well as the
stars for guidance and for explanation of enigmatic natural phenomena.

1 Located in the British Museum, ref. BM92687.
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be the first person to have produced a map of the then known world, which included
Armenia. Another Greek, who travelled the Achemenid Empire and described
his travels in two (lost) volumes of travel books entitled Travels round the Earth, was
Hecataeus of Miletus, who lived around 550–480 BC. He is also said to have
produced a world map, using the principles set out by Anaximander. (See Fig.
2.) In his map Hecataeus also specifies the country of Armenia. It must, however,
be mentioned that although ancient literature is full of mentions of countries,
roads and routes, no copy of any map has survived.

circumference of the earth to be about 50 x 800 = 40,000 kilometres, an
astonishingly accurate deduction.
Strabo (c. 63 BC – 24 CE), who was born in Amasia, Pontus, is one of the giants
of geography. He was a seasoned traveller and worked in the library of Alexandria.
This library was established in the third century BC during the rule of the Ptolemy
dynasty of Egypt and one of its first librarians was Eratosthenes. The library held
over 490,000 manuscript volumes and was the largest in the classical world. It
contained works from all over the world, brought in by special emissaries who
travelled far and wide in search of texts. The library also included the books from
the library of Aristotle. One of the rulers of Alexandria, Ptolemy Euergetes, used
a simple method to expand his library. He ordered all travellers to Alexandria to
be searched at the gates of the city and all the manuscripts in their possession to
be confiscated prior to their entry into the city. The texts were then sent to the
library where they were copied and the copies would be returned to the original
owners, while the originals were kept in the library. Almost all the known works
on the subjects of medicine, astronomy, science, literature and philosophy were
collected in the library, to which Strabo had access. (See Fig. 5.)

A little nearer to our own times we encounter the philosopher and geographer
Eratosthenes (c. 276–194 BC), who worked in Alexandria. Accepting the
existing theory of the earth being spherical he suggested that it was the centre of
the universe and all the celestial bodies revolved daily around it. He divided the
known spherical world into two halves by the equator, with the hypothetical lines
of the meridian perpendicular to it, which in turn passed through the poles of the
earth. His world too includes the country of Armenia. (See Fig. 4.)
According to his theory the habitable world or ‘ïéêïõìåíçó’ (oikumene –
literally, [the land] which is dwelt in) consisted of the three continents, Europe,
Asia and Libya (the old Greek name for Africa) and was surrounded by an ocean.
The known world extended from Hispanic Iberia in the west to Taprobane
(Ceylon) and from the Thule island (Iceland) in the north, to the Cinnamon
Islands in the south. Armenia and Greece were located in the centre of this world.

Strabo’s own volumes were completed in the second decade of our era. Nearly
everything known about geography and cartography prior to the time of Strabo
and our era has come to us through these eight volumes, called Treatise on Geography,
which have fortunately reached us in manuscript form.2 One of the Treatise’s
chapters is dedicated to Armenia, where he discusses the geography, topography,
history and people of the country. Most of the manuscripts predating Strabo have
been lost, the ones in the Library of Alexandria being destroyed as a result of war
and fire.3

The outstanding contribution of Eratosthenes to the science of cartography was
his calculation of the circumference of the earth. Based on the measurement of
the distance between Alexandria and Seyene (Aswan), about 800 kilometres,
his calculations of the difference between the angles of the midday sun produced
a figure equal to one-fiftieth of the arc of a circle. Accordingly he calculated the

2 English translation by C. Hamilton and W. Falconeer (London, 1856).
3 Alexandria’s library was sacked during the 47 BC war; the remaining manuscripts were burned by Aurelian’s troops in
273 CE and the destruction was completed by Calif Omar in 642 CE.
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Before Strabo’s time most of the existing theories and deductions were related to
observations of the sun, the moon, the stars and constellations, and, not unlike
today, much effort was spent on the study of various extra-terrestrial bodies, leaving
many phenomena closer to home unattended and unexplained. It was Strabo
who, by questioning the relative locations and distances of geographical points,
brought cartography and geography to the fore as important scientific fields. His
followers even dared to suggest that the world might not be the centre of the
universe, and neither might the sun, which was considered to be just one of many
‘fireballs’.

and the mountains in each country. Town names use Greek spelling, and although
this can pose a slight problem, most of these can easily be deciphered.
The chapter concerning Armenia (Book V), is in two parts. Lesser Armenia
(Armenia Minor), shown on Table I of Asia, lists 79 names of towns and cities,
and Greater Armenia (Armenia Maior), which is shown on Table III of Asia, lists
85 town and city names. The important towns of Greater Armenia are stated to be
Artaxata (Artashat), Harmavira (Armavir), Tigranocerta (Tigranakert),
Arsamosata and Thospia (Van) and those of Lesser Armenia are Coma, Melitana
(Malatia), Nicopolis and Satala. According to Sir John Chardin, the name ‘Terva’
used by Ptolemy denotes the city of Yerevan (Erivan).4 (See Figs 38 to 42.)

4. Ptolemy and the cartography of Armenia

The boundaries of the Ptolemaic world were set according to the knowledge of
the time about the habitable world. It extended from China to Spain and Ireland,
and from Iceland to Ethiopia in the middle of Africa and the island of Ceylon.
However, Ptolemy was open-minded enough not to limit his world and allow its
expansion according to the geographic knowledge gained in the future, by leaving
open the outer borders of his world. In the Ptolemaic map of the world Armenia
appears to the east of Asia Minor and south of the Caucasus. (See Figs 32 and
36.)

Claudius Ptolemaeus of Alexandria, or Ptolemy as he is generally known, who
lived from about 90 to 168 CE, is the most important figure in geography and
cartography of the old world. His book and maps refer extensively to both Greater
Armenia and Lesser Armenia.
He was a mathematician and astronomer and wrote texts on these topics, but
what makes him important is his eight-volume book Geographia, the text of which
has reached us in its entirety. The first volume of his work talks about geography
and ways and methods to be utilized in observing and calculating locations, some
of which are still in use today. Ptolemy also comments on the work of Marinus the
Tyrian (c. 70–130 CE) and expresses various criticisms of his maps. The last
parts of Books VII and VIII are dedicated to the techniques and methods of
mapmaking and dividing the world into various sectors. The rest of the volumes
are detailed descriptions of some 8000 locations of the then known world, divided
into various countries. This is the first geographical gazetteer ever produced. The
boundaries of every country are described, giving details of the neighbouring
countries and the sources and destinations of various rivers, as well as the lakes

In his text, Ptolemy often refers to particular maps and discusses how to draw and
update them with new information received from travellers and other sources.
Based on this fact it is thought that he produced maps as attachments to his
Geography. These maps had north at the top of the page and were mostly in isosceles
trapezoidal form. According to the chapters of his book, he divided the habitable
world into three continents, Europe, Africa and Asia, each continent being further
divided into various areas. The maps accompanying the book are:
4 Sir John Chardin, The Travels into Persia, Vol 1 page 244 (London, 1686).
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-

map of the world, with various winds shown around it

-

Europe, divided into ten maps

-

Africa, in four maps

-

Asia, in twelve maps.

because they were drawn on parchment or papyrus, which are not durable
materials. If maps were drawn, then they were quite possibly used too, contributing
to their further ageing and wear, and leading to their eventual disintegration.
Therefore although some of the old texts have reached us, their maps have not.
The only maps that have survived from the early ages are the very few drawn on
clay tablets and sarcophagi.

The name of Armenia appears in five of the above set of 27 maps.
Joseph Fischer, in his introduction to the English translation of Ptolemy’s
Geography5 , claims that although the 26 maps of the parts of the world can be
attributed to Ptolemy, the map of the world is possibly the work of the Alexandrian
geographer Agathodänon or perhaps the work of the above-mentioned Marinus.
(See Figs 32 and 36.)

Of Ptolemy’s Geography there are some 40 extant manuscript copies, some of
which are incomplete. The invention of the printing press led to the production of
some 50 editions of the text with accompanying maps. These were printed
between 1477 (in Bologna) to the early 1600s. Editions were prepared by famous
cartographers such as Donnus Germanus, Sebastian Münster, Martin
Waldseemüller, Berlinghieri and others. Each one based his maps on Ptolemy’s
descriptions and each was slightly different from the next, but in general they
looked similar and even today, looking at any of them one can easily tell which
part of the world is depicted. Most of what we know as the foundations of Western
cartography is based on this ground-breaking work. All these atlases include
maps of Armenia. (See Fig. 21.)

It can only be deduced that the maps were drawn taking the 8000 names and
their locations as reference points, or conversely, the coordinates of the locations
were taken from the already existing maps.
Ptolemy made a significant error in his estimate of the circumference of the earth.
He disregarded the figure of 40,000 kilometres calculated by Eratosthenes and
took the lesser figure of 28,000 kilometres calculated by Posidonius and Marinus.
The other errors in his coordinates and maps stemmed from a lack of scientific
data and reliance on the observations of travellers and pilgrims, who were apt to
be wide of the mark in calculating distances. Despite these errors, Ptolemy’s
Geography was such an important landmark in the subject that cartographers of
the fifteenth century, a full 13 centuries after the text was produced, relied more
on Ptolemy than on the observations of sailors and on sea charts when preparing
their first atlases of the world.

As I mentioned, no maps drawn by Ptolemy have survived. The oldest Ptolemaic
maps found in the manuscript copies of the Geography date from the eleventh
century and are thought to have been direct copies of the original. Sceptics prefer
to hypothesize that the extant old maps were drawn by the Alexandrian
cartographer Agathodänon, some time between the second and the eleventh
centuries CE.
Ptolemaic maps are simple and lack the elaborate cartouches common in those of
the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries. Some fifteenth- and sixteenth-century
copies of Ptolemaic maps are hand coloured and some others have reached us
uncoloured. A few have been printed on vellum.

One of the important reasons why no maps from the early ages have survived is
5 Claudius Ptolemaeus, Geographia, translated by E.L. Stevenson (NY Library, 1932).
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5. Medieval Armenian cartography

(San Lazzaro) Armenian Monastery of Venice, prepared and etched according
to the descriptions provided in Ashkharhatzuytz (See Fig. 97.)

The oldest Armenian geographical volume, the Ashkharhatzuytz (Ašxarhaćuyć,
pronounced Ash-khar-ha-tzuytz – World Mirror), was penned between 591
and 610 CE and is attributed by some to the medieval historian Movses Khorenaci
(Xorenaći)6 and by others to the Armenian mathematician and geographer Anania

6. Roman and Christian cartography and the Middle Ages
As expected, the name of Armenia is always present in the maps of the Christian era
since it was the first and only Christian country east of Anatolia. In Christian
cartography Armenia is frequently identified with Mount Ararat and Noah’s Arc, as
per the biblical account of the Flood. In some maps the Garden of Eden or Terrestrial
Paradise is shown inside or adjacent to Armenia. (See Fig. 75, 102 and 103)

Shirakatsi (Šhirakaći).7 The work is based on a text by Pappus of Alexandria,
which in turn was based on Ptolemy’s Geography. In addition to the information
available in Pappus’ text, Ashkharhatzuytz includes much more detailed
information and data on the names and places in Armenia, Caucasian lands and
Persia. In fact a major part of this volume is concerned with this additional data.
The book, written in classical Armenian, has been translated into modern
Armenian8 , Latin9 , French10 , and German11 , as well as reprinted with an
introduction in English.12 Unfortunately again, although some specialists believe
that originally the text was accompanied by maps and two versions of the book
exist in manuscript as well as printed form, no maps are extant.

When it came to preparing maps, the Romans had their own agenda. To control
their empire they needed maps showing the roads leading to its various parts
marked with the distances to be travelled between resting points. As long as the
towns and distances were correct, the relative locations and coordinates of the
towns were of secondary importance. A good example of this type of map is the
‘Peutinger Map’, an archetype of which dates from the middle of the first century
CE. This is a road map some 34cm wide and 6.4 metres long, a fifth-century copy
of which has survived. It was purchased by Konrad Peutinger (hence its name) of
Augsburg from a monastery, where it was discovered in 1508. The map shows
various routes radiating from Rome to the four corners of the empire, including
Armenia, where the names of Artasat, Bagrewan (misspelled Raugona), Vostan
and Tigranakert are recognizable. The ‘Peutinger Map’ and similar maps were
not accurate but they did work after a fashion and served the purpose for which
they were prepared. (See Fig. 7.)

Some Armenian medieval manuscripts include T-O-type maps of the world (see
Section 6, below), which show the influence of Islamic cartography. These form
part and parcel of the development of Armenian cartography, which led to the
printed maps of the seventeenth century. These circular maps date from the
eleventh to the fourteenth centuries. (See Fig. 17.)
In the eighteenth century a map of historic Armenia was printed at the St Lazarus
6 Moses of Khoren, who lived in the fifth century CE.
7 Anania of Shirak, who lived in the seventh century CE.
8 G.B Petrosyan, Shirakaci - Bibliography (Yerevan, 1979) (in Armenian).
9 G. and W. Whiston, Historiae Armenicae, Libri III (London, 1736).
10 M.J. Saint-Martin, Memoires Historiques et Geographiques sur l’Arménie, t. II (Paris, 1819) , pp 310–94.
P.A. Soukry (San Lazzaro, Venice) 1881.
11 J. Marquart (Berlin, 1901).
12 Prof. Robert Hewsen (Delmar, NY, 1995).

With the coming of Christianity and religious fervour, especially under the
influence of the Bible’s theory of creation, the science of cartography suffered
immensely and there was no advance at all in the field from the second to the
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fifteenth century CE. During this period in the Christian world all the old theories
and scientific works were pushed aside and new ‘facts’ based on the teachings of
the scriptures replaced them. In the Ptolemaic maps the shape of the world is
clearly recognizable to observers today, but in medieval maps and those produced
up to the fourteenth century, the earth did not look anything like its actual shape.

perched on top. (See Figs 14, 15, 18 and 30.)

At the beginning of the Christian era the Church Fathers did not pay much attention
to the science of cartography and topography. This changed in the sixth century,
when Constantine of Antioch, better known as Cosmas Indicopleustes (he who has
sailed to India), or simply Cosmas, set the rules of Christian topography, whereby
the spherical earth was replaced by a disc-shaped one, divided into three
continents and surrounded by the oceans. This was followed up by Isidore of
Seville (c. 560–636), who included the T-O map in his Etymologiae. These maps
appeared in hundreds of manuscripts and, with some modifications, formed the
backbone of Christian cartography for almost 1000 years. (See Fig. 9.)

In time, the small and simple maps became more and more elaborate, depicting
towns, cities, fauna and flora. They were also adorned with various colourful
decorations. Two of the most important maps of this type are the Ebsdorf Map,
which had a diameter of about 3.6 metres (destroyed during the Second World
War) and the ‘Mappa Mundi’ (World Map), dating from the thirteenth century,
which can now be found in Hereford Cathedral, England. When one compares

In the eighth century, the Spanish Benedictine monk Beatus of Liebana created
his own more decorative version of a T-O map. (See Fig. 15.) This style was adopted
by others, giving rise to a number of similar maps, called Beatus maps. In most
Beatus maps Armenia is featured prominently, located next to Paradise.

these maps of the medieval Christian world with the maps of the pre-Christian
Greeks and Alexandrians, one cannot help observing the giant leap backward
that cartography had taken under the rule of the Church. Both of these maps
show Armenia in the relatively correct geographical location and detail, with
particular attention being paid to Noah’s Ark and Mount Ararat. (See Figs 14, 18
and 20.)

The maps developed according to this doctrine were simple ones called Psalter
maps, or better known as T-O maps, which came into being in the Middle Ages.
These maps, if they can be called that, showed the earth in the shape of a circle, or
letter O, with the letter T inserted to divide it into three parts, hence the name,
which can also be short for ‘Orbis Terrarum’ (Latin for ‘the world’). In these maps
east was invariably at the top of the map, where Paradise was also located. Here,
the vertical line forming the stem of the letter T was the Mediterranean Sea and
the two parts of the cross bar indicated the Rivers Nile and Don, thus dividing the
world into the three known continents, the largest being Asia and the smaller
ones Europe and Africa. Several of these maps have survived in various manuscripts
and in varying sizes from 10cm to a few metres in diameter. The later versions of
these maps contained details of counties and towns, and Armenia was always
represented as the country where Mount Ararat is located, with Noah’s Ark

7. Armenia in Islamic cartography
While in the West geographers and cartographers were made to think and work
within parameters set by the Church, in the East the Persian and Arab scientists
continued to work unhindered by dogma. However, although in medieval times
the Islamic world was much advanced in science and astronomy, somehow their
advances in cartography did not match those of other sciences.
Islamic cartography started with the Balkhi school and during the early periods it
generally centred around the Islamic countries located in the Persian Gulf, the
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Arabian and Red Seas and the eastern Mediterranean areas, circumventing the
Christian world. However Armenia, being in the immediate neighbourhood,
together with Russia and Bulgaria, does appear on most Islamic world maps.
Islamic world maps of later periods do include the names of some European
countries, such as Spain, France and Germany. (See Figs 10, 54 and 57.)

geography manuscripts, contains details of countries and cities, including the
description of life there and the characteristics and languages of their people,
often without any accompanying maps. Armenia, being a neighbouring country
to the Iranian provinces of Deilam, Gilan and Azerbaijan, is often included in the
descriptions of these geographical manuscripts. (See Fig. 23.)

There are a number of important cartographers in the Islamic world who included
Armenia in their maps and manuscripts. These include the Persians Ibrâhim Ibn
Mohammad al-Fârsi, known as al-Istakhrî (died 346 Hijri, c. 957 CE), Sadiq
Isfâhânî and Abu Zakarîyâ Ibn Muhammad al-Qazwînî (or al-Kazwînî) (1203–
83), and the geographer and scientist Abu Reihân al-Birunî (973–1048 CE),
who despite living in Iran, travelled extensively – especially to India – and wrote
books on geography. (See Figs 12 and 19.)

In Ottoman Turkey the most important geographers of the seventeenth century
were Mehmet Zilli Ibn-Dervish (1611-1684) better known as Evliya Chelebi
(Chelebi being an honorary title), who was a traveller and wrote books about his
travels in various countries, and Mustafa Ibn-Abdullâh (1609–57) known as
Kâtib Chelebi or Hâdji Khalîfah, who travelled widely and produced the first
important geography book called Jehân Numâ, describing various parts of the
world, the manuscript of which was left unfinished. In addition to detailed
descriptions, the manuscript refers extensively to Ottoman- and Persian-occupied
Armenian territories and cities. It also contains some roughly sketched maps.
Kâtib Chelebi’s manuscripts were later completed and printed by Ibrâhim
Müteferrika, and include maps developed from Chelebi’s basic maps, using
additional information obtained from other maps produced in Europe. (See Figs
69, 70, 71 and 91.)

Later, during what can be called the Norman-Arab period of cartography, this
science became more advanced. The most famous of Arab geographers of this era
was Abu Abdullah Mohammad Ibn al-Sharif al-Idrisi or Edrisi (1099–1166 CE),
who was born in Ceuta, Morocco, and studied in Cordoba. After his extensive
travels to many parts of the world, Idrisi was invited to work for the Norman king
Roger II of Sicily. For Roger, Idrisi produced a silver globe of the world inscribed
with the contemporary map of the known world and wrote a geographical
encyclopedia, which was accompanied by maps of Europe, Asia and Africa.
Various editions of Idrisi’s maps, which show his mastery of geography, have

The Armenian historian and geographer Eremia Chelebi Keomiurdjian (1637–
95), who lived and worked in Constantinople, was also an important contributor
to the geography and history of the Ottoman Empire. His manuscript map of

reached us. In his maps Idrisi includes the countries of Greater Armenia and
Lesser Armenia as well as Armenia. (See Fig. 16.)

Armenia, dated 1691, is the oldest map of Armenia extant today. (See Fig. 83.)

8. The portolan chart and Armenia

Ismâil bin-Ali bin-Mohammed Abu Al Fidâ’s (Abulfedâ,1273–1332) was an
important Arab traveller and geographer, whose influence on Islamic and Ottoman
geography is self-evident. His manuscript on geography, in line with other Islamic

Portolans are charts and maps for seagoing voyages and generally depict the
shorelines and ports for the benefit of the pilots and navigators. Greater Armenia
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was a landlocked country and would therefore not normally be expected to be
included in these charts. Cilician Armenia, which was an independent kingdom
from the eleventh to fourteenth centuries, was located on the north-eastern shores
of the Mediterranean Sea and therefore would be expected to feature in the
portolans of the Mediterranean.

Portolans of the Mediterranean include much information about the coastline of
Asia Minor in the Black Sea as well as in the Mediterranean. The Armenian
kingdom of Cilicia, located in the north-eastern corner of the Mediterranean,
features prominently in most Mediterranean portolans. This was predominantly
due to the fact that the ports of Cilician Armenia were Christian ports, and friendly
to European seafarers. Greater Armenia, being landlocked, would normally not
be expected to appear on portolans, since it was out of their useful range. However,
this appears not to be true.

During the early medieval period, while cartographers and geographers were
trying to reconcile their theories and knowledge with those dictated by the
scriptures, seagoing captains, pilots and mariners were busily mapping the
coastline of the world, wherever they travelled. This practice had its roots in Greece
and is known as periplus (the narrative of a voyage around the coastline). Among
the earliest records kept of such periploi was that of the Greek sailor Scylax, who
as far back as 450 BC kept a diary of the places and shores visited during his sailing
trips in the Mediterranean. ‘Periplus’ translates into Italian as portolano, and as in the
late Middle Ages sea charts and maps were mainly prepared by the Italians and the
Catalans, the Italian word became the commonly used term, and thus these sea charts
came to be known as portolan maps or charts or simply as portolans.

In the Italian and Catalan portolans of the Mediterranean area the details of the
coastlines shown are amazingly accurate and similar, generally being very
advanced for their time. The curious fact is that in the majority of portolans of the
east Mediterranean area, where some inland details are included, Armenia also
appears. Armenia Maior (Greater Armenia) is generally depicted with a range
of mountains, which are shown as the source of the Rivers Euphrates and Tigris,
as well as with Mount Ararat with Noah’s Ark perched on top (usually shown
sideways on) and the cities of Arzenga (Erzinjan) and Malatia. It is quite possible
that most of these portolans were copies of an original, much older ‘master’ chart,
which included all the above-mentioned information in uncanny detail, but which
is now lost. (See Figs 24, 25 and 26.)

Portolan maps usually show a detailed coastline with the names of all the coastal
towns, estuaries, inlets, bays, promontories, rivers, underwater obstacles, reefs
and other prominent features accompanied by the lines of the compass and
directions of the prevailing winds. Anything that would interest the ship’s pilot
and assist in navigation was shown in as much detail as possible. Inland details

Armenia also appears in other portolans that depict areas outside the
Mediterranean, including planispheres and world maps of various chartmakers.
(See Figs 47, 48 and 53.)

were not shown. Most of the maps had blank areas for the inland spaces, filled
with decorations and cartouches. The portolans were drawn on parchment and
were almost always coloured, since the colours provided vital information for the
captains, such as showing town sizes and their importance, and indicating whether
the coastline was friendly or not.

Portolan charts, like Roman road maps, were very important documents, the
availability of which could lead an armada or army to eventual victory. Therefore
all were jealously guarded by the rival powers of Italy, Spain and Portugal. Like
the Roman road maps, which were usually kept in safety by the emperor, Spanish
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cartographers such as Donnus Germanus, Sebastian Münster, Martin
Waldseemüller, Berlinghieri and others started preparing maps according to the
Ptolemaic texts and coordinates, which accompanied the original texts of their
newly prepared atlases. To begin with, these books were in manuscript form but
soon printing took over and various publishers started to produce printed versions.

portolan charts were kept in the safe deposits of Seville and other cities. Captains
were usually issued only with a copy of the chart that related to their specific
journey. On the high seas these charts were generally kept under lock and key.
Sometimes the chart boxes were loaded with ballast, so that in the case of the
ships being boarded by the enemy, the box could be thrown overboard and would
sink, rather than fall into enemy hands. Any disclosure about portolan charts was
punishable by death. Despite these precautions, many cartographers made
fortunes by secretly copying the charts and selling them to rival powers.
Portolans were generally drawn on vellum. Their constant use led to deterioration and
eventually they were discarded. None earlier than 1275 CE have survived and the
surviving fourteenth-century ones are few. In general these are beautifully decorated
productions, which provide detailed information for the captains, having been prepared
with taste, care and attention. The wealth of detail in these charts has been clearly
drawn from a long tradition of mapping, which regrettably has not reached us.

There was a profusion of maps and atlases coming out of the presses of Rome,
Milan, Florence, Ulm and Basle. The various atlases, although based on the
Ptolemaic text, differed slightly in layout, detail and presentation. Some were
hand coloured with dark blue oceans and seas, brown mountains and various
pastel coloured landmasses, delineating the countries. Others had green seas
and red towns. Most were marketed uncoloured. As far as Armenia was concerned,
all these maps, with a few exceptions, were based on the Ptolemaic model, which
had Armenia Minor as the ‘First Map of Asia’ and Armenia Maior as the ‘Third
Map of Asia’. (See Figs 35, 36, 44–6, 55 and 64–6.)

For a comprehensive list of important portolans see Sea Chats of the early Explorers,
by Jourdin and de la Roncière, 1984.

10. The sixteenth to eighteenth centuries

The second half of the fifteenth century saw two important developments in the
word of cartography. First, in the middle of the century Gutenberg invented the
movable type printing press; this facilitated the printing of Ptolemy’s Geography.
Secondly, towards the end of the century, Columbus discovered the New World.

One of the characteristics of the maps printed in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries is the elaborate decoration used in their presentation. The cartouche,
which was originally intended to frame the title of the map, was now an elaborate
artwork sometimes occupying a large portion of the printed page. This feature is
apparent in all maps prepared during this period, including those of the region of
Armenia. (See Fig. 55.)

When the Turks reached the neighbourhood of Constantinople at the end of the
fourteenth century, some of the manuscripts from its libraries started to be
transferred to Italy. Ptolemy’s Geography was one of them. The scholars translated
these volumes from the original Greek into Latin and as stated previously, many

Map decoration developed as a commercial necessity, not as a whim. With the
establishment in the sixteenth century of large commercial companies and the
development of trade with the East as well as the West Indies, early commercial
travellers needed better maps of both their destinations and their routes.

9. The fifteenth century
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Companies and individual merchants consequently updated and completed the
maps in their possession and kept their findings and discoveries strictly for their
own use, guarding them jealously. These well-kept secrets, which were mostly
unrecorded, were the instruments of their success or failure. Commercial
mapmakers who did not have access to the new discoveries gradually found
themselves falling behind the merchants as far as the accuracy and modernization
of their maps were concerned. Their trade suffered and although they sought to
acquire the secret information, they could not keep abreast of actual
developments. If maps could not be marketed for their accuracy then the solution
was to make them more visually attractive. The result was the gradual development
of elaborate artwork and decoration in sixteenth and seventeenth century maps.
(See Figs 55, 59, 61, 62, 67 and 74.)

of the early sets of the Ptolemaic maps in 1507, which were prepared to accompany
his issue of the Geography. (See Fig. 36)
Sebastian Münster (1489–1552) was another German mathematician and
linguist. Following in the footsteps of Waldseemüller, he produced the second
important edition of Ptolemy’s Geography in 1544, which in addition to the new
maps included encyclopedic information about the world. He collected and printed
maps of German towns and villages and thus was the first person to publish maps
of such features and areas of Germany. He was also the first cartographer to
produce separate maps for each of the continents. He is the most important figure
in early German cartography and his works have had much influence. (See Figs
45 and 46.)
Gerardus Mercator (born Gerhard Kremer, 1512–94) was a Flemish

In further pursuit of making the maps more attractive, the map frames might be
surrounded with engravings of the cities and costumes of the natives of the lands
shown on the maps, some of which were more imaginary than real. In a few of the
maps imaginary costumes of Armenian men and women are also sketched. There
are cases where the cartouches and the framing decorations of the maps are so
overwhelming that the maps themselves look unimportant and lost amidst the
profusion of decorative details.

mathematician, instrument maker and, most famously, cartographer. In 1541 he
made his first globe, which showed all the details of the known world. His precision
instruments for various measurements in the fields of geography and cartography
were famous all over northern Europe and led to many advances in surveying. The
originator of the ‘Mercator Projection’, he pioneered drawing the spherical earth
on flat paper, by keeping the meridian and latitude lines always perpendicular to
each other and with minimum distortion for navigators who used a compass. His

Some of the well-known geographers and cartographers of the sixteenth to
eighteenth centuries who have produced maps of the region of Armenia, and are
thus important also in Armenian cartography, are the following.

first atlas with this projection, comprising 18 sheets, was published in 1569. A
second atlas of 29 plates was left incomplete after his death and his eldest son,
Rumbold, completed and published it in 1595, before his own death in 1599. After

Martin Waldseemüller, who lived around 1470 to 1518, was a German
cartographer who produced a large map of the world on 12 sheets. This map
included America, which he revised and completed in 1516. Only a single copy of
this map has survived. His other important contribution was the production of one

the death of the second son, Gerardus Junior, in 1604, all the Mercator family
maps and plates were purchased by Jodocus Hondius (1563–1612) who, together
with his son-in-law, Jan Jansson (1588–1664), and family, continued to publish
later revisions of Mercator’s original. Hondius was a gifted cartographer himself,
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who contributed much to the original Mercator atlases, making them more
marketable. (See Figs 55, 59, 66 and 67.)

and coloured maps. After the death of Johannes, the plates of the Blaeu maps were
purchased by another Dutch cartographer named Frederick de Wit (1630–

Altogether, with the various editions, including those of Hondius and later ones
by Blaeu and Jansson in the middle of the seventeenth century, more than 53
editions of the Mercator atlas were published. All these atlases contained
descriptions of the area of Armenia and included the country on their maps.

1706). He continued the business and produced finely engraved maps of his own.
(See Figs 73 and 74.)
Christopher Saxton (1542–1610) is one of the first English cartographers, who
started his work by surveying the counties of England and Wales, for which he
received a licence from Elizabeth I. His first important work was An Atlas of England
and Wales, first issued in 1579 and reissued many times by others.

Abraham Ortelius (1528–98) was yet another Flemish cartographer who was
trained as a mathematician and linguist and started his cartographic connection
by colouring maps. In 1570 he prepared a set of 53 maps, engraved by F.
Hogenberg, and published them in an atlas called Theatrum Orbis Terrarum (Atlas
of the Whole World) which, with various revisions and additions was published
until 1612. The maps in these atlases were all uniform and the text was printed on
the reverse side. Up to 41 editions of the atlas were printed in Antwerp in various
languages, though the English version was printed in London. These contained
from 53 up to as many as 219 maps. Ortelius’ atlases were only surpassed by those
of Mercator in accuracy of detail and information. Their beautifully engraved
decorations made them very desirable objects. Many copies of them were sold
throughout Europe. (See Figs 60, 61, 62 and 63.)

John Speed (1552–1629) is the most famous of the English cartographers, whose
name is synonymous with the British county maps. The latter are beautifully
executed, with details of towns and villages, including coats of arms and other
decorations in full colour. They were very popular up to the early 1700s. He used
much information from the earlier works of Saxton and Morden but his engravings
were done by Hondius in Amsterdam and were of the highest quality. His important
works are:
– Theatre of the Empire of Great Britain, first edition 1611, with many later editions
– A Prospect of the Most Famous Parts of the World, first edition 1627
– Miniature Speed Atlas, first edition in 1627.

Willem Janszoon Blaeu (1571–1638) and his son Johannes (1596–1673) were
two famous Dutch cartographers who followed the tradition of learning sciences
and astronomy before establishing a business as instrument makers in
Amsterdam. This was the time when the Dutch East India Company was
expanding and to answer their needs Blaeu started producing sea charts and
maps. He developed Mercator’s atlas by adding maps of his own. His famous
work, the Atlas Maior, comprised almost 600 maps and 3000 pages of text. This
work is the most magnificent atlas ever produced, with many beautifully decorated

Speed’s maps are very decorative and are therefore much sought after.
Nicolas Sanson (1600–67) and his sons were the French equivalent of Mercator.
They are claimed to have started the age of cartography in France. The father was
appointed as Géographe Ordinaire du Roi and in 1658 produced his atlas entitled
Cartes Générales de Toutes les Parties du Monde which was reprinted many times.
Sanson’s atlases include many variants of his maps of Armenia. (See Fig. 72.)
Guillaume Delisle (1675–1726), whose father and brothers were also
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cartographers, followed the Sanson family and was also appointed Premier
Géographe du Roi. The Delisle family produced many atlases such as the Atlas de
Géographie in 1707 and Atlas Russicus, the first large-scale atlas of Russia, in 1745.
Delisle’s atlases include maps of the Caucasus, the Caspian Sea, Persia and Turkey,
all of which include the areas inhabited by Armenians. (See Fig. 90.)

two cartouches of the map contained a detailed description of the hierarchy of the
Armenian Church as well as details about the reason for the map’s preparation,
and it bore the date 1691 CE.
The cartouche at the bottom of the map declares that it was prepared by Eremia
Chelebi Keomiurdjian in Constantinople, in the year 1691, by the order of Count
Lodovico Marsili of Bologna, a colourful figure interested in collecting artefacts
and maps. The map is colour coded and shows over 750 locations, with descriptions
of their names and important events relating to each location. Prof. Uluhogian, in
her book about this map, Un’antica mappa dell’Armenia published in 2000,
describes the map in detail, translating all the texts of the map into Italian and
providing footnotes concerning places and events related to each and every

11. Maps in the Armenian language
Had the full copy of the Ashkharhatzuytz(Ašxarhaćuyć) survived (see Section 5,
above), we might have had the first maps in Armenian, which according to some
historians accompanied the text. However, this was not to be, and for a long time
it was believed that the oldest Armenian map was the ‘World Map’ printed in
Amsterdam in 1695 by Tovmas Vanandeæi. This consists of the two hemispheres,
America being incomplete, elaborately decorated at each corner with scenes
related to the four seasons including astrological and mythological figures. (See
Fig. 84.)

location, also in Italian. This seems to be the oldest surviving map in the Armenian
language, which quite appropriately focuses on Armenia. (See Fig. 83.)
The next map in Armenian (after the Amsterdam ‘World Map’) was the map of
‘Jerusalem, and the Holy Land’ which appeared in 1746, printed in Venice. This
map was followed by the ‘Map of Historic Lands and Counties (States) of
Armenia’ in 1751, delineated according to the descriptions of Ashkharhatzuytz.
Maps of the other continents followed.

During the preparations for a cartographic exhibition in 1991, the authorities at
the University of Bologna came across a roll of cloth, which when opened was
discovered to be a manuscript map almost 3.6 metres long and 1.2 metres wide in
full and glorious colour. The only problem was that the writing was in a language
unknown to them. As the roll cover bore a title that included the word ‘Armenica’,
the authorities contacted Professor Gabriella Uluhogian (Uluhojian), professor
of the Armenian language at the university, for guidance. She was amazed to
discover that the map was in fact in Armenian and was a huge manuscript showing
the locations of the important Armenian churches, monasteries and
Catholicosates13 of Anatolia and the entire area of historic Armenia, from
Karabagh (Artsakh) to Constantinople, including Cyprus and Jerusalem. The

A large-scale atlas of the world was printed in Venice in 1849, with maps of the
world, the solar system and each continent, as well as maps of the Ottoman Empire
and Armenia, all beautifully laid out and coloured. This is considered to be the
first full atlas in the Armenian language. (See Figs 112 and 113.)
The Monastery of St. Lazarus and its printing house have significant place in
Armenian cartography, as most of the important maps in the Armenian language
were printed there from the early eighteenth century.
13 Churches located in various regions of Armenia came under the rule of different religious centers, called Catholicosates.
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12. The map after the eighteenth century

Global cartography reached maturity in 1891, when the Fifth International
Geographic Congress approved the execution of the International Map of the
World with a scale of 1/1,000,000 (1/M). It was only after this final decision that
the world could be properly surveyed, pending peace and the proper cooperation
of the member states, both of which conditions are often elusive, even today.

Since the middle of the nineteenth century, maps have become more accurate
and reliable, their differences lying mainly in such relatively minor matters as
place-names, scales, projection and detail. It took much time and effort on the
part of many geographers and cartographers to achieve this greater reliability.
During the same period, in some maps the name of Armenia was gradually being
substituted with other more ‘acceptable’ terminology, depending on who was the
producer and where the map was printed. However, the reason behind these
changes was political rather than cartographical.

Since then, advances in technology have made possible for us to have maps of
increased accuracy and reliability. The map of the present day is a far cry from
that of the fifteenth century. After travelling a bumpy and uneven road, cartography
has eventually arrived at its pinnacle today.

All that now remained was to have an internationally adopted standard in order to
have globally acceptable maps.
Before such a standard came into existence, if one had wanted to produce a
coordinated map by trying to put together the maps of various cartographers,
many problems would have surfaced and rendered the task impossible. The main
problems lay in the following areas:
-

The maps produced by each country had a different prime meridian
as reference point.

-

Each cartographer used their own symbols and signs to depict various
elements in the map; altogether there were over 1000 symbols used.

-

The scales of the maps varied enormously and so did the type of their
projection.

-

The names were written in different alphabets and in various maps
different names were given to the same area or town or city.

These differences emphasized the need for an international mapping policy and
hence the creation of the International Geographical Congress.
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GLOSSARY OF SOME
FREQUENTLY
USED GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES

Aderbigan or Adherbig(z)an

–

See Azerbaijan

Albania or Caucasian Albania

–

Historic country, which was located south of the Caucasus Mountains and north
of the river Kur, where part of the present day Republic of Azerbaijan is situated.

Alexandria

–

One of the oldest centres of culture in the Mediterranean basin, in Egypt. The
city had the world’s largest library as well as one of the wonders of the world the
“Paros” lighthouse. In Arabic it is called Iskenderieh (Eskandarieh).

Anatolia

–

The old name given to Asia Minor. In Greek - “Where the sun rises form”, that is,
to the east of Constantinople.

Ararat

–

Holy mountain of Armenians, located in historic Armenia, now just inside the
Turkish border. This is where, according to the Bible, Noah’s Ark landed.
Armenians call it Masis. It has two peaks, the Greater Ararat or Greater Masis
with a height of 5165m, and the Lesser Ararat or the Small Masis with a height of
3903 m.

Arax or Araxes

–

River on the borders of Turkey, Iran and Armenia, flowing to the Caspian Sea. For
the Armenians this river is historically important one.

Araz

–

See Arax

Arjesh or Arsessa

–

City on the northern shores of lake Van. The lake sometime is called the sea of
Arjesh.

Armenia

–

Country in the east of Anatolia and south of the Caucasus range, situated on the
Armenian Highlands and the areas nearby. Armenia is divided into two parts.
Greater Armenia (Armenia Maior) and Lesser Armenia (Armenia Minor).
Greater Armenia is the part that is situated on the Armenian Highlands, as well
as the area to its northeast (present day Republic of Armenia). Lesser Armenia is
located at the Western side of the Highlands, in the eastern part of Anatolia.
Armenia has also been called “the land of Ararat”.
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Armenian Highland(s) or Plateau

–

A mountainous plateau, situated in the Eastern Turkey and the Republic of
Armenia, extending into the North West corner of Iran. Mean elevation of the
plateau from the sea level varies between 1000 and 2000 metres. Area covered is
about 300,000 square kilometres.

Arran

–

One of the names given to the old area of present day Republic of Azerbaijan.

Arsissa

–

See Arjesh.

Asia Minor

–

Name of the peninsula between the Black Sea and the Mediterranean. Sometimes
also called Anatolia

Artashat

–

See Artaxata

Artaxata or Artaxat

–

Name of one of the old capitals of Armenia, now called Artashat, located inside
the Republic of Armenia.

Atropatene or Atropatena

–

See Azerbaijan

Azerbaijan

–

There are two Azebaijans. One is the Republic of Azerbaijan situated to the west
of the Caspian Sea, southeast of the Caucasus and neighbouring Armenia, bearing
this name since 1918. The other is then Persian province of Azerbaijan, now split
into Western and Eastern Azerbaijans. Persian Azerbaijan has been in existence
for centuries and has been called Atropatene, Aderbigan and other similar names,
which are derivatives of the name of the ruler of this land in 321BC. At that time It
was also called Lesser Media.

Black Sea

–

Also known as Pontos Euxinos, Pontus, Kara Deniz. The sea to the north of Anatolia.

Byzantium

–

Eastern Roman Empire that ruled Anatolia etc. with its capital in Constantinople,
by the Sea of Marmara, one of the oldest cities.

Caspian Sea

–

The largest of the inland lakes, situated to the north of Iran, south of Russia,
between the Caucasus and Central Asian Republics. It is also called the
Hi(y)rcanean Sea, Bahr-e-Khazar (in Persian), the Sea of Tabarestan or Gilan.
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Cilicia

–

Area in the north-eastern corner of the Mediterranean Sea, inside Anatolia and
near the Gulf of Alexandretta (Iskenderun).

Cilician Armenia

–

Kingdom of Armenia in Cilicia. Sometimes erroneously called the Lesser Armenia.
From the twelfth century and for over 300 years, this area was ruled by the
Armenian Kings.

Colchis

–

One of the old countries that now constitute part of Caucasian Georgia.

Constantinople

–

Capital of Byzantine Empire and one of the centres of learning in antiquity,
renamed Istanbul by the Ottoman Turks. The Armenians shorten the name to
“Polis”.

Dvin

–

One of the ancient capitals of Armenia, in Arabic and Persian called Debil or
Dabil. It is situated inside the Republic of Armenia.

East Armenia

–

Part of the Greater Armenia, which is situated in the north and northeast of Mount
Ararat, where the present-day Republic of Armenia is situated.

Eastern Anatolia

–

Name incorrectly given to the Armenian Highlands, which are located in the east
of the Anatolian Highlands.

Erevan

–

See Yerevan.

Euphates or Eufrates

–

River flowing from the western side of the Armenian Highlands southward through
Kurdistan and Iraq into the Persian Gulf. One of the rivers of Eden. In Armenian
– Yeprat.

Euxine

–

See Black Sea

Georgia

–

In this volume, Caucasian Georgia. A country at the eastern shores of the Black
Sea, which consists of the old countries of Iberia, Colchis and Mingrelia.

Greater Armenia

–

See Armenia.

Hyrcanean Sea

–

See Caspian Sea

Iberia

–

In this volume used mainly to denote Caucasian Iberia, which is the western part
of today’s Caucasian Georgia.

Irevan

–

See Yerevan.

Istanbul

–

See Constantinople.

Lesser Armenia

–

See Armenia

Masis

–

The old Armenian name for Ararat. See Ararat.

Mede or Media

–

A kingdom that existed since the first millennium BC in the Western part of the
Persian Plateau. The country of the Medes, who established a powerful empire.

Ottoman Empire

–

Successor Empire to that of the Seljuk Turks, who had occupied the area of Asia
Minor in the eleventh century. The Ottoman (Turkish) Empire expanded from
Bursa to the Balkans, eventually extending it over a wide territory.
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Parthia or Perse or Pars

–

The old name of Persia, now Iran.

Perse

–

See Parthia

Persia

–

Country, now called Iran.

Pontos Euxinos

–

See Black Sea

San Lazzaro or St. -Lazar

–

An island in the Venetian basin, which houses the Armenian Mkhitarist Order ,
with a large library and museum. The printing house in St Lazzaro was one of the
most active in printing maps and books in Armenian since the seventeenth
century. In Armenian – Sourp Ghazaros.

Shirvan or Chirvan

–

The name of one of the districts, which lie inside the present day Republic of
Azerbaijan.

Tabarestan Sea

–

See Caspian Sea.

Talish

–

Name of one of the districts, which lie inside the present-day Republic of
Azerbaijan.

Tigranocerta or Tigranakert

–

One of the ancient capitals of Armenia, probably the site of present-day Silvan, in
Turkey.

Tigris

–

River flowing from the Armenian Highlands southward through Kurdistan and
Iraq into the Persian Gulf. One of the rivers of Eden. In Persian it is called Dejleh.

Toshpa

–

See Van.

Turcomania

–

A name given to Armenia by the Turks and used in some western cartography
around the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

Turkey

–

The country that is now situated in the area of Asia Minor. See also Ottoman
Empire.

Tushpa or Tushpitis

–

See Van.

Urartu

–

Ancient country, which existed during the early part of the first millennium BC,
and was gradually evolved into Armenia. According to some historians the names
Ararat and Urartu are the same.

Van

–

City, one of the old capitals of Armenia, situated to the east of lake Van in the
Armenian Highlands. In ancient times it was called Toshpa, Tushpa, Thospitis.

West Armenia

–

Main part of Armenia, situated on the Armenian Highlands. This includes Greater
Armenia to the southwest of Ararat and Lesser Armenia, excluding the area now
occupied by the Republic of Armenia.

Yerevan

–

Capital of present day Armenia. In Russian – Erevan, in Persian – Iravan, in
antiquity - Erebouni. It is one of the oldest towns that has continuously been
inhabited since the Urartian times, for almost 2800 years. According to Chardin,
in Ptolemy’s Geography it is called Terva.
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Turkey in Asia, in Ottoman
Turkey in Asia, in Ottoman. Detail
Map of the Mediterranean, in Ottoman
Map of the Mediterranean. Detail
Asia Mineur, Armenie,…
Echmiadzin
Turkish Empire, in Armenian
Turkish Empire, in Armenian. Detail
Armenia, in Armenian
Armenia, in Armenian. Detail
Ancient Persia
Armenia
Turkish Empire
Turkish Empire. Detail
Turkish Empire.

Abubekir Efendi
Senex
Senex
Khachaturian
Vaugondy
Bellin
Bowen
Robert
Robert
Bowen
Buache
San Lazzaro
Sankt Petersburg
Sankt Petersburg
d’Anville
Dunn
Dunn
Üsküdar
Üsküdar
Üsküdar
Üsküdar
Malte-Brun
Sir Robert Ker Porter
San Lazzaro
San Lazzaro
San Lazzaro
San Lazzaro
Dower
Curzon
from Kiepert
from Kiepert
Detail from German
original, Kiepert

1740
1742
1742
1751
1762
1764
1766
1779
1779
1780
1783
1787
1793
1793
1794
1794
1794
1803
1803
1803
1803
1812
1817/8
1849
1849
1849
1849
1850
1854
1854
1854

BL
BL
BL
BL
Pr
Pr
Pr
Pr
Pr
Pr
Pr
BL
BL
BL
Pr
Pr
Pr
BL
BL
BL
BL
Pr
BL
Pr/BL
Pr/BL
Pr/BL
Pr/BL
Pr
Pr
Vienna
Vienna

1844

BL

Kiepert
Weller
Weller
Karl von Spruner
Karl von Spruner

1844
1858
1858
1865
1865

BL
Pr
Pr
Pr
Pr

116c
117
117a
118
118a

Turkish Empire. Original map cartouche.
Detail
Caucasus, Armenia
Caucasus, Armenia. Detail
Armenia, Mesopotamia, etc.
Armenia, Mesopotamia, etc. Detail
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Title of the map

Cartographer/Publisher/Place

Date

Source

119
119a
120
121
121a
122
122a
123
124
125
126
127

Turkey, in Arabic
Turkey, in Arabic. Detail
Armenia, MS map
Armenia and adjacent countries
Armenia and adjacent countries. Detail
Republic of Armenia
Republic of Armenia. Detail
Border of Armenia and Turkey
Armenian Highlands, in Armenian
Armenian SSR
Republic of Armenia
Armenia from the satellite

Constantinople
Constantinople
Kiepert
Lynch/Oswald
Lynch/Oswald
Khanzadian
Khanzadian
Pr. Wilson
Eremian
Moscow
Road Map, USA
Satellite map

1867?
1867?
1880
1901
1901
1919
1919
1920
1951
1985
2001
2002

BL
BL
Berlin
Pr
Pr
Pr
Pr
LOC
Pr
Pr
Pr
Pr

BAV
BL
BM
BNP
JR
LOC
Pr
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Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vatican
British Library, London
British Museum, London
Bibliotehque Nationale de France, Paris
John Rylands Library, University of Manchester
Library of Congress, Washington DC
Private collection

MAPS

1b

Fig. 1a/1b
The Babylonian clay tablet shown here dates from the sixth century BC and is the oldest world
map known to us.
The map shows a circular world surrounded by the Bitter Seas with seven islands in them. The
countries shown are Babylon, which is in the centre of the map, with Assyria to her right and Armenia
above it. Seven cities are denoted by smaller circles, of which two are named Harran and Deri.
Harran is known as the Roman Carrhae, which was named Heliopolis (city of the heretics) by the
Christian fathers, now located in northern Messopotamia. Bit Jakinu shown at the lower part of the
map seems to refer to the Iraqi marshlands. The river (Euphrates) has its source in the Armenian
mountains, it flows through Babylon and the marshlands and pours into the Persian Gulf.

1a

The text on the reverse of the tablet describes the seven islands that are situated in the seas
surrounding the world. On the tablet these are marked by equilateral triangles (most of them
damaged or broken off) and give information about the unusual creatures inhabiting them.
The sketch in Fig. 1b is the translation of the map and part of the text. See Unger, 1937, in the
bibliography.
Size app. 8x12.5cm
British Museum – London, Near Eastern Ref. ANE 92687
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Fig. 2
This reconstruction of Hecataeus’ (c. 550–480 BC) map of the habitable world, the oikumene, is by
John Murray of London. The map shown here is by the French-Armenian cartographer Z.
Khanzadian, and it includes Armenian decorative motifs.

The oikumene was considered to consist of Asia, Europe and Libya (Africa), surrounded by the
oceans. The shape of the Mediterranean Sea is almost recognizable, and the Caspian Sea is shown
as part of the northern ocean.

Hecataeus is said to have had his map engraved on a copper plate and to have built upon the
concept of the world developed by Anaximander of Miletus (c. 611–547 BC), who is held to be the
founder of cartography. This is one of the first maps where the name of Armenia is mentioned.

See Khanzadian, Z. – Atlas de cartographie historique de l’Armenie
Private collection
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Fig. 3
Another reconstruction of the oikumene, this time from the description of Herodotus’ (c. 450 BC)
works. He wrote extensively on the geography of Europe, Asia and Africa.
This reconstruction is again by John Murray of London, drawn by Z. Khanzadian.
See Khanzadian, Z. – Atlas de cartographie historique de l’Armenie
Private collection
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Fig. 4
This reconstruction of the map of the world is based on the works of Eratosthenes (c. 276–194 BC),
who, accepting the theory of the spherical earth, accurately measured its circumference and
produced a map of the habitable world.
This map is reconstructed by John Murray of London.
Size 18x11cm
See Bunbury, 1932

4

Fig. 5
According to Strabo (b. 63 BC) the spherical earth was not the centre of the universe, nor was the
sun the only star. A theory far in advance of its times.
This map of the known world reconstructed by John Murray, is based on Strabo’s Treatise on
Geography, written c. 18 CE, where one chapter is dedicated to the history, topography and geography
of Armenia.
It is very similar to the map of Eratosthenes.
Size 19x9.5cm

5

See Bunbury, 1932
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Fig. 6
Pomponius Mela (flourished 37-42 CE) was one of the earliest Roman geographers, who was of
the opinion that at the south of the known world there was another continent, separated from us by
raging oceans and hence inaccessible.
His views were published in a book entitled Cosmographi Geographica, which was printed in Milan
in 1471. The map dates from c. 40 CE.
This is a reconstruction of Mela’s map of the world by the Dutch scientist and cartographer Pieter
Bertius (1565–1629).
Size 16x12cm
See Bunbury, 1932
also Khanzadian, Z. – Atlas de cartographie historique de l’Armenie
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Fig. 7
map is quite adequate. The locations of the towns and countries relative to each other are very
approximate. The selection of the shown locations is quite arbitrary, possibly including only
those lying on the main routes.

‘Tabula Peutingeriana’ or ‘Peutinger Map’ (the Latin ‘tabula’ means ‘map’ as well as ‘table’, which
has led many others to call this map the ‘Peutinger Table’). This map was found in the library of
Konrad Peutinger of Augsburg, who had obtained it in 1508. It is a road map of the Roman
Empire, showing the towns, important centres, trading posts and resting places, with their
interconnecting roads and the road distances.

Armenia was one of the lands that for a period of time was at least partially within the Roman
Empire. In this map Armenia is located to the north of the Mesopotamia, near Media. The names
of Armenian cities that can be recognized are Tigranokerta, Artaxata, Raugona (probably Bagrewan
mis-spelt) and Vastauna (possibly Vostan).

This map must have been based on Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa’s (63–12 BC) map prepared for
Emperor Augustus in 20 BC or a later first-century map, copied some time in the fourth
century CE. During subsequent centuries many geographical details and location names
were added to it.

The original map covers the area from the Persian Empire to England and is divided into 12
segments.

In terms of geography the layout of the map is incorrect and is only intended to guide and help
the user in the process of travelling from A to B within the Roman Empire. For this purpose the

Size 6.4x0.34m
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek – Vienna, Codex Vindebonensis 324
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8a

Fig. 8/8a
St Jerome’s ‘Map of Asia’ dates from 420 CE, but only a twelfth-century copy has reached us. The
map has east on the top and shows the area of western Asia. The semicircles are the mountains and
the rivers are shown with double lines. Hieronymous (St Jerome – c. 348–420), who was an interpreter
of the Bible, translated this from the work of Eusebius, Bishop of Caesarea (c. 260–340) entitled
Onomastikon, which was a representation of the biblical places and names.

Gates of Armenia, which is a range of mountains, leading into Armenia proper. The Rivers Arax
and Tigris have their sources at each end of these mountains. Below is Noah’s Ark, sitting on top
of another range of mountains, above which we see armenia superior, with armenia inferior written
below the Ark. Cities shown include Edessa, Samosata and Charrhae.

The Black Sea (Pontus Euxinus) is shown rather long and narrow at the bottom left of the map.
The Caspian Sea (Caspiu mare) is shown in part about three-quarters of the way up the page. At
the top of the map is the Indian Ocean. Other countries shown include Babylon, Persia, Chaldea
and Greece.

The detail map Fig. 8a shows the area of Armenia.

Neighbouring countries shown are Hiberia, Parthia, Chaldea, Colchis, Albania and Adiapeni
(Azerbaijan), south-east of the River Arax.
Size app. 24x36cm
British Library – London, Add. MS 10049 f 64

Armenia is situated between the Black and Caspian Seas, bearing the inscription armenie pile,
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Fig. 9
These are three versions of the same T-O map originally dating from the seventh century CE,
which formed the backbone of Christian cartography for almost 1000 years. As in most medieval
maps, east is located at the top.
The map on the left is the manuscript version of Bishop Isidore of Seville’s map (c. 560–636 CE)
from his Etymologiae, the middle one is the printed version of the same map dating from 1472, and
to the right is a modern version, giving explanations of the other two.
In these maps the world is divided into three continents of Asia, Africa and Europe by the
Mediterranean Sea and the Rivers Don (in Greek called Tanais) and Nile. ‘Gulf of Azov’ actually
denotes the Black and Azov Seas.
From various Medieval Manuscript book
Private collection
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Fig. 10
Khawrazm (Oxiana), Khazar (Caspian) and the eastern region of the Caspian, entitled ‘Arran,
Azerbaijan and Armenia’. (See Figs 11 and 12.)

Abu Ishâq Ibrâhîm Ibn Mohammad al Fârsi, known as al-Istakhrî, lived during the tenth
century(died c. 957 CE) and was one of the most important early Arab historians and geographers.
Originally a Persian from the province of Fars, he travelled all over the Middle East, North Africa
and the Mediterranean region and c. 950 wrote his famous Kitâb ul-Masâlik wa al-Mamâlik –
(Book of Routes and Realms).

The large sea shown on the left is a combination of the Persian Gulf, Arabian Sea, Indian Ocean
and Pacific Ocean with four floating islands. That on the right is the Mediterranean, with the
downward curving Aegean leading to the Black Sea, which should be the bulge at the end of the
curved line. However, this could also be the Caspian Sea, which is not shown separately. The blue
circle at bottom left is the Aral Sea. The large river at the top is the Nile, whose five tributaries are
fed from the Mountains of the Moon in Africa.

This manuscript is in Farsi and contains a map of the world in the Balkhi style, which has south at
the top and is mainly concerned with the Islamic countries. The copy shown here is from an 1836
Persian translation of the manuscript, made in Baghdad. The manuscript contains 18 other maps
of the Middle East region. In addition to the world map, copies of al-Istakhrî’s manuscripts
usually contain 18 to 20 maps of various regions of the Islamic world, including those of Iraq,
Mesopotamia, Egypt, North Africa, the Persian Gulf, Kerman, Khorasan, Fars, Sahastan (Sistan),

The map shows Armaniyeh (Armenia) located south of the Black (or Caspian) Sea, next to Azerbaijan.
Size 20x32cm
British Library – London, Add. MS 23542 f 36a
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Fig. 11
This map of ‘Arran, Azerbaijan and Armenia’ is from al-Istakhrî’s manuscript Kitâb ul-Masâlik wa alMamâlik –
(Book of Routes and Realms), written c. 950. This is from a
later copy of the book, dating from the nineteenth century. The map is number 14 of the manuscript.
Unusually the map has north at top. Towns and cities are represented by small squares, rivers by
spaced twin parallel lines, roads by single lines, lakes by circles and mountains by solid golden
shapes. Place-names have many errors, made by the scribe while copying the manuscript. In
Arabic script the presence or absence of a dot or a curved ending can alter the pronunciation
completely.
The country of Arran is located at the top of the map. The circle section at the right edge of the
map is the Caspian Sea, with Bâku on its shore. On the left of the Caspian, the cities of alShâmakhîya (Shâmâkhâ), Shirvân, al-Lajân and Bâb-ul-Abwâb (Derbend) are lined on an upward
slanted road. The city of Tiflis (here Selis) is shown at the end of the horizontal road,which begins
at Barda’ah (in Armenian - Partav). Above Tiflis, from the top left downward flows the River Kura,
which joins the River Arax and continues into the Caspian Sea. The town of Bilgan (now Baylakan
in Karabagh) is shown to the north of the River Arax, on the road from Zanjân to Barda’ah. The
region of al-Alân is shown in the west, bordering Arran. This is the Arabic name for the old Osset
people (see The Encyclopaedia of Islam, Vol 1, pp 251/354).
The double lines in the middle of the map represent the River Arax, flowing from left to right.
Below this the map is divided into two parts. To the east is Azerbaijan and to the west, Armenia.
Azerbaijan is written twice, almost vertically, and its towns include Ardabîl, Zanjân, al-Margha
(Marâghah), Alharh (Ahar) and Shahrazûr. Mount Sabalân (here erroneously called Sanân) is
shown as a golden shape, as well as Lake Urmiya, which is located on the border with Armenia. To
its east lie the areas of Deilam and Jabâl.
Armenia is situated on the lower left of the map, with slanted Armanieh, written twice. Situated on
the diagonal road line are its other cities, which from bottom left are Bedlis (Bitlis), Khlafa
(Akhlât), Arjesh, Barkari (Berkri), Khui (Khoi), Salmâs, Urmiya and Dajerman (Dakharraqân).
The road continues to Ardabîl in Azerbaijan, passing via Maragheh, Alhar (Ahar?) and Mianeh, from
where another horizontal road joins Ardabîlt to Meymand, Marand and Debil (Dvin) in Armenia. The
twin peaks of Mount Ararat are shown near the left edge, as two golden shapes, which bear the
Arabic name of the mountain, al-Hârith. To their west is the triangular shape of Ghalkla (Kalikla –
the old Armenian name for Erzerum).
Finally, at the western borders of Armenia lies the land of Bilâd ul Rûm – Byzantium.
Size app. 20x30cm
British Library – London, OIOC Or. 5305 f 45r
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Fig. 12
The second map of ‘Armania, Arran and Aderbaigan’ (Azerbaijan) by al-Istakhrî is a copy from
the Persian translation of his geographical manuscript Kitâb ul-Masâlik wa al-Mamâlik –
(Book of Routes and Realms), written c. 950, which was copied in the
middle of the fourteenth century.
The map in essence is the same as the one depicted in Fig. 11, except that the symbols used are
somewhat different. Instead of squares, the cities are represented by circles and the mountains by
pyramids. It is interesting to see the names of the towns appear with some variations in their
spellings. Along the western shores of the Caspian we see Baku (green), Shabran (red) and Derbend
(green), with Shirwan (yellow) further inland. The westernmost town along the River Kura is Tiflis
(red). There is another river flowing into the Caspian, one of the tributaries of which is named Sefid
Rud, White River, located within Iran.
South of the River Arax, at the western edge of the map we note the city of Kalikla (Erzerum – old
Karin, in red) and Malazgerd (green). South of Mount Sabalan, from the right we see the cities of Ardabil
(yellow), Khunj, Sara (Sarab, red), Marand, Ahar, Eram and Debil (Dvin, red). The red circle
appearing below is described as the old city of Nashua, now Nakhijevan.
The twin peaks of Ararat here are given their Armenian names – Small mountain of Masses (Masis)
and Great mountain of Masses, south-west of which lies the city of Arzan (green). The road leading
south-west from Ardabil is lined with the cities of Mianeh (green), Maraghe, Dakharrghan, Urmiah,
Salmas, Khoy, Berkri, Arjesh, Khlat, Bitlis (red), etc; below this road we see Bilâd Armanieh (region of
Armenia). The circular blue lake is the Lake of the kings of Deilam (Lake Chahi or Urmia). The
larger oval lake below it is named Daryaye Armenieh, Armenian Sea, but should be Lake Van.
Size app. 15x22cm
British Library – London. OIOC Ref. I.O. Islamic 1026
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Fig. 13
This medieval map is known as the ‘Cottonian Map’, after its original owner. The map
is a small one, made in England in the tenth or eleventh centuries and belonged to
Sir Robert Cotton, whose collection was one of the three collections to form the
foundation of the British Museum in 1753.
Although it was produced at the time of the rule of strict Christian topology and is
vaguely in the form of a T-O map, it does not have a full circular form and the coasts
of Europe are shown more accurately than on any other contemporary map. The
cartographic information in the map has apparently been taken from the Roman
and even Greek, pre-Christian geographers. The map is orientated with east at the
top.
In the map mountains are shown in green. Red is used for the Persian and Red Seas,
as well as the Nile and other rivers. Mount Ararat is shown sideways with Noah’s Ark
perched on its top, while Armenian Mountain appears above the Ark. Below the Ark the
name Armenia can be seen though somewhat masked by print-through. The accuracy
of the shape of the British Isles in this map is also unusual for the period.
Contrary to the majority of its contemporaries, the map does not have a religious
orientation and instead shows cities, countries, rivers and mountains, thus being a
truly geographical map. The general layout is Ptolemaic, which is more than Christian
topography would normally allow.
Size 17x21cm
British Library – London, Cotton MS Tiberius BV, f 56v
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Fig. 14
Isidore’s ‘Map of the World’ belongs to the T-O category of maps. There are many
copies of T-O maps in the various works of Isidore, Bishop of Seville (c. 560–636),
which are mostly diagrammatic and simple. (See Fig. 9.) However, others such as
this reproduction, which is from an eleventh-century manuscript copy, can be more
elaborate.
This map is in the basic shape of the T-O maps, with east at the top. The stem of the
T, which is the Mediterranean Sea with many islands, occupies a large portion of the
map. The Red Sea is in the shape of a sharp inverted cone and is painted red. Mount
Ararat with Noah’s Ark on its top, is situated near the upper left-hand corner of the
Mediterranean, next to Armenia. The accent of the map is on Europe, where many
cities and countries are shown.
Size 26cm dia.
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek – Munich, Clm 10058. f 154v
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Fig. 15
The so-called ‘Beatus World Map’ is a T-O map of the world from a twelfth-century manuscript,
produced by the Spanish Benedictine monk, Beatus of Liebana in his book Apocalipsin, originally
written in the eighth century in Spain. This is a beautifully decorated and coloured map, inserted
in the manuscript.
The vertical blue line in the centre of the map is the Mediterranean Sea. The horizontal line at the
top of it is the River Don on the left and the River Nile on the right. East is at the top of the map,
with the vignette of Paradise shown inhabited by Adam and Eve, accompanied by the serpent. To
the left of Eve, between the green cones of the forests and the orange mountains, the words Mons
Caucasus (Caucasian Mountains) appear and below it we can see Armenia and underneath it
Cappadocia.
The seas surrounding the world are brimming with serpents, fish and boats. The islands at the
lower part of the map consist of Scotland, the British Isles and Iceland (Tile or Thule). It is also
interesting to note the large and uninhabited island at the right of the map. Could this be
Antarctica?
Reproduced by courtesy of the Director and Librarian of John Rylands University Library,
Manchester, UK.
Size 454x326mm
John Rylands Library – Manchester, Latin MS8, ff 43b/44a
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Fig. 16
Abu Abdullah Mohammad Ibn al-Sharif al-Idrisi or Edrisi (1099–1166) was one of the most
important Arab cartographers of the twelfth century. He was born in Ceuta, Morocco, and studied
in Cordoba. He travelled around Europe as well as going to Central Asia and the Middle East. He
lived in Cordoba, where he had access to a large collection of maps and portolans. His fame led
him to become the geographer of King Roger II of Sicily, who encouraged science and knowledge.
Utilizing the sketches of the Greek sailors and contemporary lore, in 1154 he wrote The Book of
Roger, accompanied by maps of the world, which consisted of 70 small maps in Arabic, depicting
various parts of the world.
Idrisi’s manuscript contained a small-scale map of the world, based loosely on the Ptolemaic
model. This map, which is now in the Bodleian Library in Oxford, is known as the ‘Small Map of
Idrisi’.
Shown here is the ‘Large Map of Idrisi’ as it is known today, as reconstructed by Konrad Miller in
1927 and published in Stuttgart in 1928, based on Idrisi’s 70 small maps in The Book of Roger. The
map shows the known world from Spain to China and is colourfully illustrated. It has north at the
bottom and in the segment shown here, which is about one-sixth of the whole map, the Black Sea
is on the right and the Caspian Sea – khazar – can be seen on the left of the map. In this
reconstruction the names are in Arabic, written in the Latin script.
Armenia is divided into three parts, Armenia Maior, called aali armînîa, which is situated near Lake
Van, Armenia Minor, which is called asafel armînîa and is to the north-west of Lake Van, which here
is called argis. In the middle of the two lakes there is yet another Armenia, bakiet armînîa, meaning
‘the rest of Armenia’. Other recognizable town names are bidlis, kalikala (Karin, today’s Erzerum),
halât (Akhlât), hûi (Khoy), salmâs and nâsua (Nakhijevan).
Even in this map of 1154, bilâd alârn (Albania) is shown located north of the River Arax and bilâd
âderbaigân (Azerbaijan) south of the river. All three countries of Arran, Azerbaijan and Armenia
are closely linked.
Size 195x92cm
British Library – London, Maps 856.(11)
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Fig. 17
This anonymous T-O map is from an Armenian manuscript, which based on the analysis of its
inscriptions is dated no later than 1206 CE. It is included in a collection of essays dating from the
fifteenth century. The map is very slightly elliptical, with east at the top. The distorted circular
shape may be due to the restrictions imposed by the size of the page on which it was drawn. The
map is an improvement on the simple T-O maps, and in its outer part shows the names of a number
of countries, while the inner part bears the names of some important cities.
The centre of the map is occupied by the city of Jerusalem, drawn out of proportion, showing its
gates and quarters. Mount Sinai can be seen to its south-east, with the Red Sea to its south.
The left of the stem of the T bears the inscription This side is Eropa, then the cartographer carries on
with the names of the countries of Bulgars, Alemans, Franks and Spania. More centrally the city of
Venejia (Venice) is shown. The left branch of the T, starting from the island of Cyprus, is the
Aegean Sea, extending to the Bosphorus, near which we see Constantinople, and then turning
sharp right towards Asia. Here the Black and Azov Seas are represented as lines, which are the
extensions of the River Don (not the River Dnepr, as proposed by M. Khachaturian).
On the right of the stem of the T we see the words This side is Africa. The area contains a red circle
with the inscription Pharaoh’s army in Egypt.
The lion’s share of the map is occupied by Asia. Here, from the centre left of the map (north) we
can see the country of Russ (Russia) located at the borders of Europe and then the countries of
Kafa, Azach, Sara‘ and Khâwrazm (Oxiana). At the eastern edge of the map, the countries of
Khaytai (China), Jaboun (Japan) and Countries of India are shown. Nearer to the centre of the map
we see the cities of Merdin, Baghdad and Damashq (Damascus). It is curious to note that while the
majority of similar maps produced in the Christian West show Armenia, Mount Ararat and
Noah’s Ark, the Armenian author has chosen not to mention Armenia on his circular map.
The whole world is surrounded by an all-embracing sea, the ocean, described as The all encompassing
sea, which is in this shape.
Size 125mm dia.
Matenadaran – Yerevan, Armenia, MS No.1242
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18a

Fig. 18/18a
This Psalter map of 1250 is from a manuscript Book of Psalms. The map of the world is in the form
of the Christian T-O maps, but has evolved from its simple form and like the Hereford ‘Mappa
Mundi’ has become a source of religious information and knowledge. Although at the time that
this map was produced there was sufficient cartographical information to enable the mapmakers
to draw a relatively correct map of Europe, the maker of this map chose to adhere to Christian
religious topography. Thus religious tradition overruled existing scientific knowledge.
The map is dominated by the figure of Christ, holding the T-O globe in his hand, flanked by
incense-burning angels. The world is surrounded by an ocean and 12 winds. Fantastic creatures,
which supposedly lived in distant lands, are also depicted in the lower right-hand section of the
map, where Africa is. East is at the top of the map. Paradise is also there, shown with rivers flowing
into it and inhabited by Adam and Eve. In accordance with biblical tradition, the lands of Gog
and Magog are shown isolated with protective walls, and the Red Sea includes a crossing, denoting
the route that Moses took.
Jerusalem is at the centre of the map and of the world. Mount Ararat and Noah’s Ark in the shape
of a crescent are at the ten o’clock position. Next to the Ark one can see the country of Arm-eni-a
in red. The map contains the names of many countries and cities as well as an abundance of other
information.
The detail map Fig. 18a shows the area of Armenia.
Size 10x15cm
British Library – London, Add. MS 28681
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Fig. 19
Abu Zakarîyâ Ibn Muhammad al-Kazwînî or al-Qazwînî (1203–83) was an important Arab
geographer of Persian origin, whose manuscript of the geographical dictionary Athâr-al Bilâd wa
Akhbâr al Ibâd –
(Monuments of Places and History of God’s Bondsmen) includes
a rough map of the world, showing the climatic zones and drawn according to the Islamic traditions,
with south at the top.
Al-Qazwînî was also an encyclopedist, who composed a treatise on cosmography, Kitâb ‘ajâib alMakhlugât wa gharâ’ib al-Mawjudât (Marvels of Things Created and the Miracles of Things Existing),
which also includes a map of the Islamic world. This map is of a more decorative type and has
south at the top. It must however be mentioned that the maps in different manuscripts of the same
work can differ significantly.
In the map depicted here, that from Monuments of Places, the wedge-like shapes cutting into the
climatic zones from the left are named the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of the Berbers.
The circle in the middle is the Caspian Sea and the two parallel lines to the right of it indicate the
Sea of the West, Rome (I.E. Byzantium) and the Sham (Damascus), which is the Mediterranean. This
manuscript copy of the work is dated 1329 CE (729 AH).
The countries shown on the map are predominantly Islamic ones, but also include some nonIslamic countries such as Russia, Bulgaria and Rome (the Byzantine Empire). Armenia is shown
in the neighbourhood of the Caspian Sea and Russia.
Size 23x35cm (water damaged)
British Library – London, Or. MS 3623 f 5a
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Fig. 20/20a
‘Mappa Mundi’. This is a very large, late medieval manuscript map of the world drawn on vellum
and dating from around 1300, kept since its creation in Hereford Cathedral, England. It is the
most detailed and the best-kept map of this era, during which time many similarly shaped T-O
maps were produced but very few have survived.

20

Richard de Bello, whose name appears on the map, is the mapmaker. It is basically a religious
map, with Jerusalem at its centre and the Garden of Eden at the top of the map, which is the east.
As in all T-O maps, the world is shown divided into three parts by the Mediterranean Sea and the
Rivers Nile and Don. Asia is at the top (east) with Europe at the bottom left and Africa at the
bottom right. The whole world is then surrounded by the oceans with the Red Sea actually
coloured red. Superimposed on the geographical features are drawings illustrating the natural
world and historical events that happened in the area. There are also imaginary inhabitants of the
distant lands with large legs, under which they shelter, and huge ears that they use as body wraps.
The area of India is replete with curious animals and plants and is described as having over 5000
cities.
In the detail of the ‘Mappa Mundi’ (Fig. 20a) Armenia can be seen, located at the ten o’clock
position, half-way from the centre of the map. Noah’s Ark is shown with the description Noah’s Ark
sitting on mountains of Armenia. Below, to the left, Armenia Inferior is written in red and to the right of
the Ark, near the castle lying sideways, appears the name Armenia.
The circumference of the map has a diameter of 1.32m, with the map itself being 1.37x1.62m,
mounted on an oak frame.
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Hereford Cathedral
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Fig. 21
This is probably the oldest surviving manuscript map of Armenia, Colchis, Iberia and Albania. It
is in Greek and was probably prepared in Constantinople in the thirteenth century, drawn and
coloured on parchment. The map is a relatively simple one, without much in the way of decoration
or legend.
This is probably one of the maps that reached Italy from its original source in a Constantinople
library, subsequent to the city’s conquest by the Turks.
At the north of the map are three countries. First is ÊÎËXIC (Colchis), which is located on the
eastern shore of the Black Sea (Pontus) surrounded by the Caucasian Mountains. The second is
IBHPIA (Iberia), which is completely surrounded by the Caucasian Mountains. Today these two
together form the country of Georgia. The third is ÀËBANIA (Albania – today’s Azerbaijan),
which is on the western shore of the Caspian Sea and is again bordered by the Caucasian Mountains.
To the south of these countries lies APMENIA MEÃÀËH (Armenia Maior), where various important
towns, rivers, lakes and mountains are also shown. Armenia Maior is bordered in the west by the
Euphrates River and in the south by the country of the Medes. Lake Van is also shown, depicted
as feeding the River Tigris.
Size 42x57.5cm
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Urb. Gr.82, ff 112
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Fig. 22
Angelino Dulcert’s portolan of the Mediterranean Sea is one of the earliest dated (1339) and
signed charts that have reached us. As in most Catalan charts, in addition to the details of the
coast and the ports, the chart also shows many features and details of the inland areas.
In the south-east corner of the Black Sea, at the centre of the rhumb lines, we can read Armenia
Maior, which includes two large mountains in green, from where the two rivers Tigris and Euphrates
are fed. Just below this inscription is Mount Ararat, which is shown with Archa de Noe (Noah’s Ark)
perched on top. The town of Arzengan (Erzinjan) is shown on the banks of the River Euphrates.
This is a typical way of showing the area of Armenia in almost all portolans, as can be seen from
the other portolan charts included in this book.
The ports of the Cilician kingdom of Armenia, in this chart indicated as Erminia Minor and located
in the north-eastern corner of the Mediterranean, are framed with light green. This is done to
distinguish the Christian Armenian ports from the neighbouring Islamic dominated ones. The
flags of the kingdom of Armenian Cilicia are also shown. Three of the important ports are shown
in red – Laiazo (Ayas), Tarsso (Tarssus) and Cucho (Korykos).
Size 102x75cm
Bibliothèque Nationale de France – Paris, Rés. Ge. B 696
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Fig. 23
The text by Arab geographer Ismâil bin-Ali bin-Mohammed Abu Al-Fidâ’s (Abulfedâ, 1273–
(Survey of the Lands) is mainly a description of the
1332) entitled Taqvim ul-Boldân –
Islamic world, including a list of countries plus the coordinates and details of the cities, in
tabular form. In this manuscript copy dated 1332 or 1342 CE, Armenia, Arran and Azerbaijan are
described together in one of the chapters. Each country is first described separately, then, the
cities of each country are listed in the manuscript pages 50, 51 and 82 to 86, as below:
Armenia: Arzan Roum (Erzerum), Erzinjan, Mush, Bitlis, Arzan (near Silvan, old Tigranokerta),
Malazj(k)erd, Akhlat, Arjesh, Vostan, Dvin and Debil.
Region of Armenia (Cilicia): Tarsus, Ayas (Aigeai – now Yumurtalik), Adana, Msisa (old Manistra
or Mopsuhastia – near present-day Yakapinar), Barsanbert (Bardzrabert, location unknown) and
Sis (near present-day Kozan).
Arran: Nakhjevan, Moghan, Shamkur (Shamakh), Tiflis, Bilghan, Ganje and Bab ul-Abwab (Derbent).
Azerbaijan: Shirvan, Salmas, Khoy, Maraghe, Oujan, Ardabil, Miane, Marand, Tabriz, Barzand, Bardahe
(in Armenian - Partav) and Sultanieh. All but one of these cities now lie within the territory of Iran.
The reproduced page contains the names of some of the cities of Armenia. See also Fig. 76.
Page size 18x29.5 cm
British Library – London, Or. MS 7499 ff 83b/84a
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Fig. 24/24a
Mecia de Viladestes was a Catalan cartographer of the fifteenth century, whose portolan of 1413,
known as the ‘Viladestes portolan’, is depicted here (only the eastern half is shown). The chart is
drawn on vellum and has vividly coloured illuminations, and the legends are in Catalan.
This is a large and typically Catalan portolan, since in addition to the coastal towns and features,
it also shows many inland details, such as cities, oases, mountain ranges and rivers. A few kings
are also shown, including two nomad chiefs mounted on camels. Africa is shown with many
details. It shares many similarities with the Catalan Atlas, prepared in 1375 by Cresques for King
Charles V of France and kept in the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris (Ref. MS Espagnol 30).
The Armenian Highlands are shown at the extreme right of this chart, below the Black Sea, from
where the two great rivers Tigris and Euphrates are fed. Mount Ararat is also shown, with Noah’s
Ark in the shape of a tent sitting atop its twin peaks (shown sideways). This is the most common
form in which Armenia is shown in Catalan charts of the era. (See detail 25a.)
Size 115x85cm
Bibliothèque Nationale de France – Paris, ref. GeAA 566
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Fig. 25/25a
The circular Catalan portolan chart of Library of Estense is an anonymous chart dated c. 1450.
The chart is very colourful and depicts a variety of princes, castellated towns, ships, mermaids and
animals. The decorations and paintings are executed in miniature, adorned with bright hues.
Although made around 1450, it has striking similarities with the more than 100-year-older Dulcert
chart (see Fig. 24), as well as with the Catalan atlas of Cresques (1375). The nomenclatures and
legends are in Catalan and corrupt Latin.
The Mediterranean Sea is shown with great accuracy. However, the shape of Africa is distorted,
particularly in what seems to be the Gulf of Guinea, which is shown connected by a river or strait
to the Indian Ocean. The large uninhabited area shown in the south may conceivably be the
Antarctic continent, situated at the south of the Cape of Good Hope. The map includes the details
as supplied by the observations of Marco Polo and Dias, and for some unknown reason the vignette
of Paradise is moved from Mesopotamia to East Africa.
There are many colourfully painted islands in the area that can be called South-east Asia and the
Pacific, which indicates that there was already some knowledge about the abundant number of
islands in this region. The whole of the world is then surrounded by waters.
Between the Black and the Caspian Seas one can see Ermenia maior under the twin red mountains.
These mountains represent the Armenian Plateau, from where the Rivers Tigris and Euphrates
originate. To the right of these stands Mount Ararat coloured dark green, with arca noe (Noah’s
Ark) perched on its top. The towns of Arzenga (Erzinjan) and Malatia are on the route of the
Euphrates. As mentioned previously, this is the common way of depicting Armenia in many
portolans. (See detail 24a.)
The ports of the Cilician kingdom of Armenia, located in the north-eastern corner of the
Mediterranean, are framed with dark green. The distinction was thereby made between the Christian
Armenian harbours and the neighbouring Islamic ones. It should be noted that at the time of the
making of this chart this kingdom had already ceased to exist as an independent state, having
been overrun in 1375.
Size 113cm dia.
Biblioteca Estense – Modena, CGA 1
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Fig. 26/26a
This Genoese map, dated 1457, occupies an important place among portolan maps. Although it
is drawn on a whole parchment, its shape is nevertheless flattened oval with pointed ends, or
lenticular. The map depicts the world and draws from Ptolemaic maps as well as the portolan and
religious tradition. The provenance of the map is not known, but as it bears the Genoan cross on
the periphery, it is referred to as ‘Mappa Mundi Ovale Genoese’ (Genoan Oval Map of the
World).
The layout of the map is Ptolemaic, showing the three continents, with a relatively accurate
depiction of the Mediterranean and Black Seas. The legends, drawings and decorations are drawn
from other world maps, such as the Hereford and Ebsdorf maps, but are secular in nature. The
Caspian Sea is filled with colourfully painted imaginary islands. From the islands shown and
descriptions included in the map it can be concluded that the information provided by travellers
such as Marco Polo and de Conti has also been utilized. In general the map is drawn in the shape
of a portolan including the rhumb lines, but in fact it can be considered as a secular encyclopedia.
A striking feature of the map is that it shows Africa surrounded by seas and thus it confirms the
possibility of sailing from Europe to the Indian Ocean by sailing southwards around Africa. It
goes even further and shows a European ship in the Indian Ocean. There are many texts on the
map, which are informative but not very clear. One of them states that the waters surrounding the
landmass are one continuous ocean, stretching out infinitely in every direction, covering the rest
of the world not shown on the map. This implies that by sailing westwards from Europe it is
possible to reach India.
Armenia is shown between the Black and the Caspian Seas, below the inverted castle and to the
south of the Caucasus range. To its south-east, on top of green-coloured Mount Ararat, Noah’s
Ark is shown in the shape of a house, once again almost inverted. This is consistent with the
depiction of Armenia in the portolan tradition. (See detail in Fig. 26a.)

26a

Reproduced by the kind permission of the Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, Italy.
Copyright protected.
Approximately 1m wide
Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale – Florence, Port. 1
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Fig. 27/27a/27b
This late medieval map is by the Venetian monk Fra Mauro (d. 1460) who lived on the island of
Murano. He was quite well known as a cartographer and was commissioned by King Alfonso V of
Portugal to prepare a world map, using the information available from the Portuguese portolan
charts of the time. This map was completed in 1459 and sent to the king with a letter. Although the
letter has survived, the map has not. Fortunately, after his master’s death, Fra Mauro’s assistant was
able to prepare a copy in 1460, drawing on the sketches and details that existed. This is the map
that is now in Venice.
Although made only half a century after the Hereford ‘Mappa Mundi’, Fra Mauro’s map is in a
different category altogether. This map can be considered as a true geographical map, containing
much real and interesting information. The human figures and fantastic creatures of the ‘Mappa
Mundi’ have been replaced by rivers, towns, mountains and travellers’ tales and texts relevant to
the areas. For the first time roads are shown integral to the map. The map of the Mediterranean is
surprisingly accurate, and, unlike the Ptolemaic maps, the route around Africa is shown as
navigable and the Indian Ocean therefore not landlocked.
The map has south at the top, which is a deviation from most other medieval maps. This is the first
map to show the Caspian Sea closer to its correct shape, something that took other cartographers
over 200 years to realize. Fra Mauro’s map does not have any religious base and orientation.
Armenia can be seen in the centre of the detail map Fig. 27a, north of (in this map – below)
Parthia and Assiria and within the bend of the River Tigris. This is the general area of Armenia,
which is located in the south of the area between the Black and Caspian Seas. To the left of the
inscription there is another smaller one which reads Armenia Major. Another two areas of Armenia
can be seen on the further enlargement of the area to the right of the main legend (Fig. 27b). On
the lower left of this enlargement, the pile of stones with the house on top is in fact mount Ararat
(ararate), with Noah’s Ark (Archa noe) perched on it. Above, to the right of it and on the bend of
the River Euphrates there is another Armenia, which is West Armenia. Furthermore, in the top
right-hand side of the map, next to the visible eastern end of the Mediterranean, there is another
Armenia, which is the Cilician kingdom of Armenia, located at the north-east corner of the
Mediterranean Sea. Some familiar names of towns such as arzoro (Erzerum), Satala and ardamici
(possibly Artamet) are recognizable.
Size app. 2m dia.
Biblioteca Marciana, Venice
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Figs 28 and 29
These two maps are from the manuscript book of poems entitled La Sphera
by the Italian brothers Ghoro or Grigorio (1362–1435) and Leonardo
Dathi. The text is a poem about the earth, the sun, the moon and the stars.
On some of the pages of this book there are maps drawn and coloured by
hand. The maps shown here are from a 1470 copy of the manuscript.
The first map is on the back of folio 16 and shows a basic T-O or ‘Christian’
map of the earth as well as the more advanced actual map of the earth as
visualized then. North in both maps is at the left and east at the top. The
Red Sea is painted red, and the vertical sea in the middle is the
Mediterranean with the Black and Azov Seas extending to the left from
the top. The Caspian is shown connected to the Arctic Seas.
The other map is on the back of folio 17 and the front of folio 18. Here
again east is at the top of the map. To the right we have the Indian Ocean
and the Red Sea (in red), below right is the east end of the Mediterranean.
At the left is the Black Sea and centre-page on the left is the Caspian.
The red mass at the bottom of the left page is the mountain ranges, above
which Armenia proper is shown, with Noah’s Ark. To the right of them is
Armenia Minor, with the Rivers Tigris and Euphrates, which have their
source in the mountains of Armenia, as similarly depicted in the
Babylonian map of the sixth century BC. (See Fig. 1.) The two rivers
flowing through Babylon terminate in the Mare Indica (Persian Gulf
and the Indian Ocean).
The city of Karo (Cairo) is shown on the Nile and Mecca in Arabia. Other
cities shown are Tauris (Tabriz), Baldach (Baghdad), Nineveh and Domascho
(Damascus).
Size c. 17x27cm
British Library – London, Add. MS 22329
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30a

Fig. 30/30a
This T-O type map of the world is from the history book entitled Rudimentum Novitorium (The New
Beginning), printed in 1475 in Lübeck, Germany. This is the first printed map of the world.
Neither the author of the text nor the cartographer is known.
The map follows the general guidelines of T-O maps, but the Mediterranean is not shown. It can
only be assumed that the cartographer imagined it to occupy the vertical gap between the two
wood blocks from which the circular map was printed. The map shows the three known continents
of Asia, Africa and Europe. As per the accepted norm, east is at the top of the map, where Adam
and Eve are shown, wearing some sort of clothing. As this clothing is somewhat puritanical (see
detail Fig. 30a) it is difficult to distinguish one from the other. The map includes some geophysical
features and the names of all known countries.
Armenia is located at the ten o’clock position, nearer to the edge of the map, with Hircania, Kaldea
(Chaldea), Babilon, Assyria, Iberrea (Iberia), Caspy and Albania. Unusually for a T-O map, Mount
Ararat and Noah’s Ark are omitted.
Size c. 38cm dia.
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British Library – London, Rare Books C.3.d.7, ff 74v/75r
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Fig. 31/31a
This astrolabe is the work of the Armenian physician and scientist Amirdowlat of Amasia, son of
Yeghia. He was born in the city of Amasia around 1420 and died in Constantinople in 1496.
Trained in medicine and alchemy and fluent in many languages, including Arabic, Persian,
Greek and Latin, he was appointed court physician to Sultan Mohammed II, known as ‘the
Conqueror’ (Fatih) of Constantinople, where many of Amirdowlat’s manuscripts were written.

31

The astrolabe dates from 1479 and was made in Constantinople. It has a main circular frame with
five revolving rings, engraved with symbols, the names of the stars and constellations, eccentric
and concentric circles, etc. The engravings are in Armenian and it is inscribed with Amirdowlat’s
name.
Fig. 31a shows Amirdowlat’s inscription, discernible inside the instrument.
Brass, 118x144mm
Sold in Paris auction on 19.12.1997
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Figs 32/32a/33/34
These three maps are from one of the earliest printed volumes of Ptolemy’s Geography, which was
prepared by Nicolaus Germanus and printed in Ulm by Leonard Holm in 1482. The atlas is
printed on high-quality vellum and has withstood ageing very well, displaying the original bright
colours. An unusual feature of the atlas is that the maps are bound not from the middle but from
one side, so that in order to be contained inside the volume the maps have to be folded twice,
resulting in some discolouring in the folds. They are bound in facing pairs. The atlas has 32 maps,
the traditional Ptolemaic 27 and five extra.

Fig. 32/32a
The world map is shown with the 12 winds blowing, typical of the Ptolemaic maps. The seas are
blue except for the Red Sea, which is red. The mountains are light brown. Armenia Maior and
Minor are shown between the Black (Pontus Euxinus) and the Caspian (Hyrcanean) Seas. The
Indian Ocean is shown landlocked and the limits of the known world are left incomplete. See
details of the region of Armenia in map 32a.

Fig. 33
The map of Asia Minor is ‘Tabula I Asiae’ of Ptolemy’s Geography. It shows Asia Minor with
Armenia Minor at its eastern end, next to Armenia Maior, and separated from it by the River
Euphrates. Many towns of Armenia Minor are shown, the most important of which is Melitena
(Malatia). To its south lies the country of Cilicia.

Fig. 34
The map depicting Iberia, Colchis, Albania and Armenia Maior is ‘Tabula III Asiae’ of Ptolemy’s
Geography. At the north of the map three countries are shown. The first is Colchis, located on the
eastern shore of the Black Sea (Pontus Euxinus) surrounded by the Caucasus mountain range.
The second is Iberia, completely surrounded by the Caucasus Mountains. These two together
today form the country of Georgia. The third is Albania (today’s Republic of Azerbaijan), which
is on the western shore of the Caspian Sea and is also bordered by the Caucasus mountain range.
To the south of these countries lies Armenia Maior, where various important towns, rivers, lakes
and mountains are also depicted. Armenia Minor lies west of Armenia Maior, separated by the
River Euphrates. Other countries bordering Armenia Maior are Mede (Media) and Assyria. It
must be noted that the names shown are the Greek versions, which are sometimes difficult to
decipher.
It is noteworthy that the major lakes shown are named Tospita (Van), with the town of Tospia
(Tushpa – Van), shown on its shores, and Astiara, with the town of Artemita (Artamet) shown
nearby. This town is in fact located near Lake Van! A third lake is also shown called Lychnitis
(which is Sevan or Geghama Lake). Cities of Armenia Maior that can easily be recognized are
Artaxata (Artashat), Armauira (Armavir), Tigranocerta, Baugauana (Bagrewan), Arsamosata
(Arshamshat), Naxuana (Nakhijevan), Chorsa (Kars), Tospitis (Van) and Terva (Yerevan). (See
Figs 38–42.)
Sizes 54x42cm
British Library – London, Rare Books G8175
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for map numbers 33 and 34
see the next spread
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Fig. 35
A map from the Bononie edition of Ptolemy’s Geography, printed in Rome in 1482. The atlas is on
vellum and is beautifully preserved with original colours.
This untitled map (Tabula 17) is unusual in containing both Armenia Minor and Armenia Maior
in one single map. In the other Ptolemaic maps these two parts of Armenia are usually depicted
on two separate maps of Asia Minor and Armenia (Tabula I Asiae and Tabula III Asiae), but here
the cartographer has decided to combine the data from the two maps and prepare one single work.
Thus the emphasis of the map falls on the two Armenias and Cappadocia.
Here, oddly, the seas are coloured green and the mountain ranges are shown blue. All the major
towns of the Ptolemaic text are shown.
The names of most of the Armenian cities appearing in Figs 32 and 33 are present in this map too.
These include Melitene, Satala, Artaxata (Artashat), Armauira (Armavir), Tigranocerta, Baugauana
(Bagrewan), Arsamosata (Arshamashat), Naxuana (Nakhijevan), Chorsa (Kars), Thospitis (Van)
and Terva (Yerevan).
Size 54x43cm
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British Library – London, Rare Books C.3.d.5
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Fig. 36
This ‘Map of the World’ is from Ptolemy’s Geography, prepared by Martin Waldseemüller, edited
by Eszler and Ubelin, and printed in Strasbourg (Argentorati) in the year 1513. It is one of the
additional maps appended to the original 27 by the author.
The world is surrounded by the 12 main winds and is divided into the climatic zones. The seas are
coloured blue, except the Red Sea, which is red. The mountains are green. Armenia Maior and
Minor are shown between the Black (Pontus Euxinus) and the Caspian (Hyrcanean) Seas. The
Indian Ocean is shown landlocked and the limits of the known world are left incomplete.
Size 61x45cm
British Library – London, Maps C.1.d.9
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Fig. 37
This map of Asia Minor is from Ptolemy’s Geography, prepared by Waldseemüller, edited by
Eszler and Ubelin, and printed in Strasbourg (Argentorati) by Schott in 1513. It is one of the
additional maps appended to the original 27 maps by the author. The map depicts Anatolia and
Armenia Minor.
This map is called ‘Tabula Nova Asie Minoris’ (New Map of Asia Minor) and shows Asia Minor
with only a few towns and landmarks depicted inland, while details are given for the shorelines
and coastal towns. This implies that the map was possibly made for navigational purposes. Compare
it with Fig. 33, where all the inland towns are also shown.
Size 61x45cm
British Library – London, Maps C.1.d.9
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Figs 38 to 42
These pages show five reproductions from the text of Ptolemy’s Geography, prepared by Lorenzo
Fries (Latin name – Laurentius Phrisias) and printed by J. Grüninger of Strasbourg (Argentorati
in Latin) in 1522. These are the first geographical gazetteers, showing lists of place-names with
their geographical coordinates.
The first two pages list the names, in Latin and Greek, as well as providing the coordinates, of 79
towns in Armenia Minor, the map of which is shown in ‘Tabula I Asiae’ (First Map of Asia).
The next three pages contain a geographical description of Armenia Maior, as well as giving the
names of 85 towns, again in Latin and Greek, including their coordinates. In the Ptolemaic
atlases Armenia Maior is usually shown on ‘Tabula III Asiae’ (Third Map of Asia). Before starting
on the gazetteer, the author provides detailed descriptions of the geography and topography of
Armenia.
Size 30x39cm
British Library – London, Maps C.1.d.11
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Fig. 43
This page is the description of the map of ‘Armenia, Colchis, Iberia and
Albania, Tabula III Asiae’, from Ptolemy’s Geography, prepared by
Lorenzo Fries (Latin name – Laurentius Phrisias) and printed by J.
Grüninger of Strasbourg (Argentorati) in 1522.
In the Ptolemaic texts each country is discussed in a dedicated chapter.
At the beginning of each chapter there is a short description of the
country, its geography and topography. This is followed by the gazetteer
(names and coordinates of the towns, etc).
Where maps are included, more often than not each map is preceded
by a concise description of the area and countries shown on the map,
providing important information for each country.
Size 30x39cm
British Library – London, Maps C.1.d.11
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Fig. 44
This map of ‘Asia Minor’ is from Ptolemy’s Geography, prepared by Laurentius Phrisias (or Lorenzo
Fries), and printed by J. Grüninger of Strasbourg (Argentorati) in 1522.
In this map most of the inland towns mentioned in the text of the Geography are shown in detail.
See Figs 38 and 39 for list of names. For a comparison of various editions of Ptolemaic atlases
edited by different cartographers, see also Figs 33 and 35.
Size 52x39cm
British Library – London, Maps C.1.d.11
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Fig. 45
This map, entitled ‘Armenia, Iberia, Colchis et Albania’, is from Geographia Universalis vetus et nova
complectens…, dated 1540, by Sebastian Münster (1489–1552). It is a woodcut map, printed by
Henricum Petrum in Basle.
The map is based on Ptolemy’s map ‘Tabula III Asiae’. It shows Armenia Maior (Greater Armenia)
together with Iberia and Colchis (Georgia) and Albania (present-day Republic of Azerbaijan).
The names of various cities are shown, together with Noah’s Ark, which is depicted within the
Caspian Sea in the shape of a house. To the west of the map lies Armenia Minor (Lesser Armenia).
Size app. 34x27cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG02
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Fig. 46
Another map by Sebastian Münster (1489–1552), entitled ‘Tartaria & Asiatic Sarmatia’ (Russia),
from his Cosmographia, dated 1544–45, printed in Basle. This is the most comprehensive geography
book of the period and went through more than 36 editions between 1544 and 1628. It contains over
1200 pages and hundreds of etchings of figures and maps. The text describes all the countries
and their peoples, habits and lifestyles, also giving details of the geographical features and plant
and animal life. There are etchings of many fantastic creatures said to dwell in remote places.
The map shown here is ‘Tabula II Asiae’ of Ptolemy’s Geography. It is a woodcut map printed in old
German. The map shows the European and Asiatic parts of Russia, down to the Caucasus
Mountains. Armenia is shown south of these mountain ranges. The entire lower section of the
map is extremely compressed and distorted.
Size app. 18x33cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG01
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Fig. 47/47a
Pierre Desceliers (1487–1553), one of the leading French cartographers and hydrographers,
produced several portolan charts of the world, two of which are reproduced here, including their
details. Only a few of his charts have survived.

The map depicts all parts of the world with the emphasis on ports and navigational requirements.
Inland a few cities and countries are also shown, together with drawings of various views. Multicolour
compass and wind direction lines criss-cross the map.

His ‘Mappamonde’ is a map of the world extending from the Americas to Japan and the Pacific
Ocean, drawn on vellum, beautifully prepared, illustrated, decorated and coloured. It was produced
in 1546, possibly near Calais, France, where Desceliers was parish priest. The interesting feature
of the map is that the texts and pictures to the north of the equator are inverted. It can be deduced
that due to its large size it was unsuitable for hanging and was intended for spreading over a table,
where it could easily be read from both sides. The map shows the world on a flat plane, without any
projection, which makes it similar to Mercator’s variable scale projection in shape only, lacking
the latter’s accuracy.

The detail Fig. 47a shows the area of the Middle East that contains Armenia and the Armenian
Plateau, including the mountain ranges and the rivers fed from them.
Reproduced by courtesy of the Director and Librarian of John Rylands University Library,
Manchester, UK.
Size 260x130cm
John Rylands Library – Manchester, French MS1
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Fig. 48/48a
Pierre Desceliers’ (1487–1553) other portolan chart of the world is also reproduced here.

The map depicts all parts of the world with special emphasis on ports and navigational
requirements. Inland cities and countries are also shown, together with drawings of city views,
people and animals, as well as historical and mythical descriptive texts. Multicolour compass
and wind direction lines, loxodromes, criss-cross the map. As a result of the interest of merchants
in Far Eastern islands, many details of these islands and seas are depicted in the chart, most of
them imaginary.

Much of what has been said about the shape and size of Desceliers’ map of Fig. 47 is also
applicable to this map.
His ‘Planisphere’ is a map of the world extending from the Americas to Japan and the Pacific
Ocean. It is a very large map on vellum, beautifully produced, illustrated and decorated, and
vividly coloured. This chart has many more detailed decorations and descriptive texts than his
previous map of Fig. 47. It was produced in 1550 in Montmorency, France.

Fig. 48a is a small detail of this map, showing the area of the Middle East that includes Armenia.
Size 215x165cm

This planisphere-type chart is also intended for being spread over a table and has bi-directional
texts and illustrations.

British Library – London, Add. MS 24065
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Fig. 49
This portolan map of ‘Russia, Tartaria and part of Europe and Asia’ is page 17 of the atlas of
Battista Agnese (d. 1564), drawn in 1553. Agnese produced over a hundred manuscript atlases,
each with various numbers of maps. These were very carefully prepared and coloured, and had
almost the quality of manuscript illuminations. They were highly prized as works of art, hence
many have survived. He seems to have favoured the colour green, which is dominant in almost all
of his maps.
The map depicted here covers the area of Russia and the Middle East. There are two Armenias
mentioned, presumably Maior and Minor, located between Persia, Georgia and Turkey. The River
Euphrates is shown as having its sources in Armenia.
The atlas show the sovereigns of various countries such as Moscovy, Tartaria, Turkey, Georgia and
Persia, but no sovereign is shown in Armenia, since at that time the country was under foreign
occupation and had no independent king. The map also describes various important historical
events.
Size 59x49cm
Museo Correr – Venice, Port. 1, tav.XVII
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Fig. 50
The Portuguese chartmaker Diego Homem (1530–76) was also known as Diogo Homen. After
being expelled from Portugal he first lived in England and then settled in Venice.
His portolan charts are richly decorated, ornate and beautifully coloured. The seas abound with
fighting ships and coloured rhumb lines, while the inland areas are filled with the figures of
armies, kings, people, exotic and imaginary animals and natives, as well as geographical features
of the land. His charts are of the highest quality and are also considered works of art.
The portolan reproduced here is of the western Mediterranean area, including North Africa,
Spain and Italy. This is from his atlas produced in 1558, which has 12 charts on vellum. See also
Fig. 53.
Size 72x58cm
British Library – London, Add. MS 5415A, f 6
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Fig. 51
Ibn-Hatîb ul-Rûmî was yet another Arab geographer, who wrote a manuscript on geography
entitled Navâdir el-Garâ’ib ve Mavârid al ‘Acâ’ib (Marvellous Things of Creation and Wondrous Things in
Existence). This manuscript includes a typical Islamic world map, where the emphasis is on the
Islamic countries. The map has south at the top. It is a Turkish translation dated AH 970 (1562/63
CE) of the work of the Arab geographer Ümar ibn al-Wardî, whose original text is dated 850 AH
(1446 CE).
The map is a very typical Islamic representation of the world. The large sea shown on the left is a
combination of the Persian Gulf, Arabian Sea, Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean with four
floating unnamed islands. That on the right is the Mediterranean, with the downward branching
Black Sea. The two gold-coloured circles at bottom left are the Caspian and the Khwarazm (Aral)
Seas. To their right the city of Baghdad is shown inside a golden circle, located between the Rivers
Dejleh and Farat (Tigris and Euphrates). The large river at the top is the Nile, which is fed from the
Mountains of the Moon and passing through a lake reaches the Mediterranean.
Size 17.5x25cm
British Library – London, Or. MS 13201 ff 2b/3a
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Fig. 52
The Maggiolos were a family of cartographers from Genoa. Because of fierce competition from the
Agnese family, they moved and settled in Venice, an important centre for the production of
portolan charts. This chart was made by Giacomo Maggiolo and dates from 1563.
The chart is a highly decorative one, coloured vividly and finished in gold leaf. Many towns and
geographic features are depicted, including the sovereigns of various countries. In this section of
the map the figure under the colourful tent is Lo Gran Turco, the Sultan. Just above it in red letters
one can see Armenia. The end of the Red Sea can be seen coloured red.
The chart also shows the mountains of Armenia and the River Euphrates, which is fed from these
mountains, all in typical portolan style.
Size 102x85cm
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Bibliothèque Nationale de France – Paris, Rés. S.G. Y 1704
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Fig. 53
For biographical details of Diego Homem, whose second chart is reproduced here, see the
description of Fig. 50.
This chart of Homem shows the eastern Mediterranean up to and including Armenia, which can
be seen on the edge of the map. The chart was made c. 1570. In this chart, unlike other portolans
of the Italian school (Figs 24, 25, 26), in the area of Armenia, the rivers and Mount Ararat are not
shown.
Size 73x107cm
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana – Bar. Lat. 4431B
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Fig. 54
This Islamic world map is dated 977 AH/1570 CE and is from the manuscript entitled Kitâb al- bad’
wa al-Târikh (Book of the Beginnings and History). The manuscript is attributed to Ibn-Saîd or alÐâwî al-Fârsî. The origin of the map, however, goes back to the Islamic cartography of the twelfth
or thirteenth centuries.
Here we have east at the top, which is unusual for Islamic world maps. The map is a later version of
the Balkhi school of Islamic cartography and is a good representation of the eastern hemisphere.
The depiction of the seas and landmasses here is a near accurate reflection of their relative
positions. Here the mountains are brown, seas are dark green, and rivers light green. The climatic
zones are also indicated, with red lines.
Constantinople is shown on the narrow strait that connects the Mediterranean to the Black Sea,
which would be the representation of the Bosphorus. To the east of the Black Sea is the Caspian
Sea, which is the rectangular lake at the centre of the map, with two islands (which do not exist).
Below the Caspian (to its west) lies a large mountain mass – possibly the Caucasus – with a
second one further south, which is probably the depiction of the Armenian Highlands. Between
the two mountain ranges lies Armanieh, Armenia. Khorasan is situated to the west of Armenia and
the cities of Bab-ul-Abwab (Derbend) and Shirwan are to its north, within the territory of Deilam. To
its south the cities of Hamadan and Baghdad are shown.
The names of many countries and cities appear across the map. The Indian Ocean at the south of
the map is populated by a multitude of islands.
Size c. 285mm dia.
Bodleian Library – Oxford, MS Laud. Or.317 ff 9v–10r
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Fig. 55
Gerardus Mercator’s (1512–94) map of ‘Armenia Maior, Iberia, Colchis et Albania’ from his
Tabulae Geographicae Claudii Ptolemeai is based on his definitive version of the Geography and was
printed in 1578, with many later editions. The map has a large and decorative cartouche placed in
the Caspian Sea and a sea serpent in the Black Sea. This atlas is one of Mercator’s most important
accomplishments.
For biographical data regarding Mercator see Section 10 of ‘A brief history’, above.
There are two major lakes shown in Armenia Maior, Thospitis and Arssis (Arjesh), both of which
are Armenian names for Lake Van. The locations of towns and cities are very approximate, a
feature common to the Ptolemaic maps. Armenia Minor starts from the western edge of the map.
Atropatene (Azerbaijan) is shown to the south of the River Arax, within the territory of Media
(Persia).
As in other editions of Ptolemy’s maps, the Armenian towns easily recognizable are Thospitis
(Van), Artameta, Artaxata (Artashat), Armauira (Armavir), Tigranocerta, Baugauana (Bagrewan),
Arsamosata (Arshamashat), Naxuana (Nakhijevan), Chorsa (Kars) and Terva (Yerevan).
Size 46x35cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG29
Also British Library – London, Maps C.1.e.3
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Fig. 56/56a
Gerard de Jode (1509–91) was a contemporary of Mercator and Ortelius, who worked in Antwerp.
In the same year that Mercator published his Tabulae Geographicae based on the work of Ptolemy
(1578), de Jode published his updated and corrected modern atlas, which was based on the works
of Giacomo Gastaldi (1500–65). Gastaldi, after trying his hand at Ptolemaic maps, had prepared
an updated set of maps of Europe and Asia, which were published from 1559 to 1564. These were
to become the source of de Jode’s maps. Until then only Ortelius had been able to leave Ptolemaic
cartographic traditions behind, and in 1570 had produced his Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, which
included a collection of much more modern maps.
De Jode’s map is entitled ‘First Part of Asia’ and shows the south-western parts of that continent,
including the Persian and Ottoman Empires and the Caucasus. It is from his atlas Speculum Orbis
Terrarum (Mirror of the Globe), which dates from 1578 and is very rare. The map shows Armenia,
interestingly depicted with two different names. The Eastern part is named ‘Armenia Province’,
while the Ottoman-occupied area is named ‘Turcomani’.
The map shows three lakes, whose geographical and relative positions are incorrect. Lake Van, as
well as the region of Shirvan, is shown south of the Caspian Sea within Persian territory. Azerbaijan
is shown as Adilbegia, and is located a long way south of the Caspian, south-east of Lake Urmia. The
names of the Armenian cities of Bitlis, Vostan, Van (shown near Lake Urimiah), Mush and Malazkert
(here shown as Malezirt) are recognizable. Generally speaking the locations of towns, as well as
routes of the rivers, are very approximate.
For a detail of the region of Armenia see Fig. 56a.
Size 51x30cm
Courtesy of Jonathan Potter, London
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Fig. 57
This Islamic map of the world is from a copy of the Persian
translation of al-Qazwînî’s book Athâr-al Bilâd wa Akhbâr al
Ibâd –
(Monuments of Places and
History of God’s Bondsmen) estimated to date from 1580.
This is another version of the much simpler map shown
in Fig. 19. The present map is a highly decorative one in
silver and gold.
Like many other maps of al-Qazwînî it shows climatic
zones and indeed the emphasis of the map is on climatic
observations and detailed descriptions. The map has
south at top. In the northern zone the inscription reads,
There is not enough sun and due to the cold there are no animals
here. The southern climatic zone is inscribed with There
is no information about this region and Due to the extreme heat
there are no animals in this region.
The north polar area bears the inscription In this region
from Aries to Libra is one day and from Libra to Aries is one
night. The inscription at the south pole reads From the
beginning of Libra to the end of Pisces is one day and from Aries
to the end of Virgo – one night. This shows the extent of
Islamic cartographers’ knowledge regarding the solar day
cycles, a fact not altered by the possibility that these
were added to the original by copiers at a later date.
The sea to the left (east) is the Pacific Ocean and the
one in the middle is the Indian Ocean with the Persian
Gulf. Arabia is the circular bulge protruding into the
Indian Ocean. The River Nile is shown with eight
tributaries, which join together to flow into the
Mediterranean. The Black Sea branches from the
Mediterranean and extends northwards to join the ocean
at the north of the landmass. The Rivers Tigris and
Euphrates are shown connecting the Mediterranean Sea
to the Persia Gulf. Parts of the Caspian Sea can be seen
partially obscured by the binding in the centrefold of
the map. The Rivers Arax and Kura are also depicted
joining and flowing into the Caspian, the former
connected to the River Tigris and the latter to the Black
Sea. Between the Tigris and Arax Rivers the inscription
Armanieh (Armenia) can faintly be made out. Armenia is
flanked by the cities of Tabriz and Erzerum.
The small rectangular lake at the left (east) of the fold is
the Sea of Aral, with the Rivers Jeihun (Oxus, or Amu
Darya) and Seihun (Sir Darya) flowing into it.
Size app. 30.5cm dia.
Walters Art Gallery – Baltimore, Ref. W 593 ff 52v–53r
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Fig. 58
This map of ‘Asia’ is a curiosity map. In the shape of the flying horse Pegasus. The map was
prepared by Heinrich Bunting and was printed in Hanover in 1581.

Persia. The rest of the torso and the wings represent Asia proper including Tartaria and Hyrcanea,
as far east as India and Indo-China. China is presented as the horse’s tail.

In this map Asia Minor is represented by the head of Pegasus, with the Black Sea above it. The
breast of the horse represents present-day Syria, Lebanon, Palestine and Iraq, with the legs
representing Arabia, albeit somewhat narrow and slim, and the hanging saddlecloth representing

In this map Armenia is located just behind the horse’s eye, depicted as the source of the Rivers
Euphrates and Tigris. The Cilician port of Tarsus is also shown.
Size app. 32x25cm. Museum of Israel – Jerusalem, Bier Collection
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Fig. 59
The map of ‘Asia’ from Gerardus Mercator’s (1512–94) Atlas sive Cosmographicae Meditationes de
Fabrica Mundi et Fabricati Figura, printed in Duisburg, 1595, by his sons.
According to the accepted practice of the time, Armenia is here called Turcomania, and is shown
divided between the Turkish and the Persian Empires. Most of the details shown are correct, but
their geographical locations are not. This is a typical sixteenth- and seventeenth-century map of
Asia, as produced by many other cartographers of the period.
Size 47x38cm
British Library – London, Maps C.3.c.4
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Fig. 60
Map of the ‘Turkish Empire’ from Abraham Ortelius’ (1528–98) atlas Theatrum Orbis Terrarum,
published in Amsterdam, in Latin in 1595. It is on page 110 of the atlas. Ortelius’ atlas was so
popular that it had 41 editions in a variety of languages and the later editions contained 219 fullsized maps.
For biographical details of Ortelius see Section 10 of ‘A brief history’, above.
The map shows the Turkish (Ottoman) Empire and the adjacent countries. Part of Armenia,
extending to Lake Van is called Turcomania and is located within Turkey. Lake Van is called
Akhtamar, which is the name of the island located in the lake. The map is very distorted, showing
the city of Bachu (Baku) and Lake Van south of the Caspian Sea. The name Bingul appears twice
near two different lakes, creating further confusion regarding the identity of the lakes. This was a
common feature in maps of the time, which were copied from each other.
Size 49x37cm
British Library – London, Maps C.2.d.6
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Fig. 61
This map, entitled ‘Alexandri Magni Macedonis Expeditio’, is Map Z from Abraham Ortelius’
(1528–98) atlas Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, published in Amsterdam, in Latin, in 1595.
The map covers the geographical area that Alexander conquered, starting with India and extending
to Anatolia and Greece. In this map the two Armenian lakes Areesa and Thospitis are shown,
which are in fact the Armenian names given to the same lake (Arjesh and Toshpa). In all probability
here they refer to the lakes of Van and Urmia, which are incorrectly shown connected with a river
and being the source of the River Tigris. This error manifests itself in many maps of the same era.
The inset in the bottom left-hand section of the map is the Oracle of Ammon Jupiter. The
cartouche is the dedication of the map by Ortelius to Henrico Schotio of Antwerp.
Size 49x37cm
British Library – London, Maps C.2.d.6

Fig. 62
This map, entitled ‘Peregrinationis Divi Pauli Typus Corographicus’, is Map D from Abraham
Ortelius’ (1528–98) atlas Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, published in Amsterdam, in Latin, in 1595.
The map depicts the countries that St Paul visited during his pilgrimages, including Armenia
Minor, but Armenia Maior has been omitted from the area covered. The map has two scenes from
his travels.
There is also a quotation from the Bible (Corinthians 5, Chapter 2, verses 6–9) pertaining to the
travels.
Size 49x37cm
British Library – London, Maps C.2.d.6

Fig. 63
This map, entitled ‘Romani Imperii Imago’, is Map G from Abraham Ortelius’ (1528–98) atlas
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, published in Amsterdam, in Latin, in 1595.
The map shows the area covered by the Roman Empire, including part of Armenia. It depicts the
genealogy of the emperors as well as a short history of the Roman Empire, inside one of the
cartouches.
The two medallions on the map are inscribed ‘Rome, your name is fated to rule the World’ and ‘To
Romulus, the founder of the eternal city’.
Size 49x37cm
British Library – London, Maps C.2.d.6
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Figs 64 & 65
These two maps are from Giovanni Antonio Maggini’s (1555–1617)
edition of Ptolemy’s Geography, engraved in 1596 and printed with
Italian text in Venice during 1597 to 1598.
The maps are ‘Tabula III Asiae’, which is the map of Armenia Maior,
Iberia, Colchis and Albania, with Armenia Minor starting from the
west of the map, and ‘Tabula IIII Asiae’, which is the map of
Mesopotamia, Syria, Cyprus and the Arabian Desert, with Armenia
Maior and Minor at the northern borders. The texts specify the names
of some of the towns, which are continued on the subsequent pages
(not shown).
Map sizes are 17x12cm each
Private collection – London, Ref. RG65A/B
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see the next spread

Fig. 66

Fig. 67

Jodocus Hondius’ (1563–1612) map of ‘Armenia Maior, Iberia, Colchis et Albania’ is from his
Mercator Atlas, itself based on Ptolemy’s Geography. The atlas was first printed in 1605, with numerous
later editions. This example was revised by Jodocus Hondius and was published by his sons in
1698.

This map of the ‘Turkish Empire’ is from Gerardus Mercator’s (1512–94) Atlas sive Cosmographicae
Meditationes de Fabrica Mundi et Fabricati Figura, published by Jodocus Hondius in Amsterdam in
1619. The map is found between pages 345 and 346 of the atlas.
This is another decorative map of the Turkish (Ottoman) Empire from Mercator’s atlas, depicting
the area ruled by the Sultan. This map is very similar to Ortelius’ map of the same title, and errors
in the names and shapes of the lakes and towns are repeated. (See Fig. 60.) In comparison with the
map of Ortelius relating to the same area, the Caspian Sea here is shown curved slightly upwards,
and more details of the areas outside the Ottoman Empire are given.

The map has a simple decorative cartouche placed in the Caspian Sea and Mercator’s sea serpent
in the Black Sea.
There are two major lakes shown in Armenia Maior, Thospitis and Arssis (Arjesh), both of which
in Armenian refer to Lake Van. Locations of towns and cities are very approximate, a feature
common to Ptolemaic maps. Armenia Minor starts from the western edge of the map. Atropatene
(Azerbaijan) is shown to the south of the River Arax, within the territory of Media (Persia).

Size 47x37cm
British Library – London, Maps C.3.c.8

As in Fig. 55 and the other editions of Ptolemy’s maps, the towns of Armenia that are easily
recognizable are Thospitis (Van), Artameta, Ataxata (Artashat), Armauira (Armavir), Tigranocerta,
Baugauana (Bagrewan), Arsamosata (Arshamashat), Naxuana (Nakhijevan), Chorsa (Kars) and
Terva (Yerevan).

Fig. 68
This map of ‘Armenia’ by Philip de la Rue, printed in 1653, describes the four regions of Armenia,
Greater Armenia, Second, Third and Fourth Armenia, as it was during the era of Emperor Justinian

Size 45x34cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG25

(485-565CE).
In this map once again the names of the two lakes (Van and Urmia) are given as Thospia and
Arsiss, which in fact are both names given to Lake Van in Armenian. The area of Atropatene
(Azerbaijan) is shown within the territory of Media (Persia), to the south of the River Arax.
Size 52x38cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG28
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Figs 69 to 71
Mustafa Ibn-Abdullâh (1609–57), known as Kâtib Chelebi or Hâdji Khalîfah, was the first and
foremost Turkish geographer. His most important oeuvre is Jehân Numâ –
(Mirror of the
World), which is a book of world geography, compiled and written by him from about 1654 to 1657
CE. By the time of his death in 1657, he had managed to complete only the description of the
eastern part of the world. The rest was left incomplete. The present pages are from the manuscript
describing the eastern part of the world, dating from the period just before his death.

Fig. 69
The translation of the section on Armenia on this page (folio 121a) of the manuscript version starts
thus: ‘Chapter on the Vilayet of Armenia. Armenia consists of two parts, Maior and Minor. Armenia Minor is
not within Persia. It is located at the east of the Sea of Roum [the Mediterranean]. Its cities are Adana and
Marash and the capital is Sis. Previously their capital was Akhlat but after the fall of the government they [the
Armenians] became “raya” [landless peasants] and chose Sis as their capital. Armenia Maior has been
within Persian borders, its towns are Van, Kars and Erzerum, the capital being Akhlat.’

Fig. 70
This is folio 124a where the district (vilayet) of Van is described thus: ‘This vilayet is at the eastern
border of the Ottoman Country and to the east of it lie Azerbaijan and the city of Tabriz. In the south is Kurdistan,
in the north, Childir [in Armenian – Zarishat, the area north of Kars and east of Ardahan] and in the
west – Diarbekir.’

Fig. 71
This is a rough map of the vilayet of Van, with east at the top, mentioning names of the important
towns such as Arjesh, Adeljavaz (in Armenian – Artzke’), Akhlat, Bitlis, Moush, Khoy, etc. The dark
area at the top right is Lake Urmia.
Chapter 41 of the printed version of the book, published in 1732/33, describes Western Armenia,
which at the time was under Ottoman rule. The printed version, which was edited and completed
by the publisher Ibrahim Müteferrika, has more details, which the editor obtained from the texts
of Ibn-Bahrâmi as well as from the notes of Chelebi himself. Chapter 39 of the same book gives
details of Eastern Armenia, which at that time was under Persian domination. In general terms it
seems that Chelebi has made liberal use of information provided by Abulfedâ in his Taqvim ulBoldân as well as al-Istakhrî. (See Fig. 23.)
Size about 17x28cm
British Library – London, Oriental Or. MS 1038
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Fig. 72

Fig. 74

This is a map from the atlas of the French cartographer Nicholas Sanson (1600–67), of which the
first edition was printed in 1648, with subsequent editions printed by his sons.

Frederick de Wit (1630–1706) published his Atlas sive Descriptio Terrarum Orbis in 1670 in
Amsterdam. De Wit’s maps are very colourful and beautifully designed. His maps appear in
many collections and atlases compiled by other cartographers.

The map, printed in 1658, is in Latin and again loosely based on Ptolemy’s Geography. It has all the
errors of other similar maps, such as those of Münster and Mercator. In fact this and other similar
atlases are based on the 1500-year-old Geography written by Ptolemy, which in turn proves the
importance of this oeuvre in the world cartography.

This map of ‘Persia, Armenia, Anatolia and Arabia’ looks similar in layout to Mercator’s maps of
the same area. The size of Armenia, coloured pink, is exaggerated by the inclusion of part of
Mesopotamia within its territory. The western part of Armenia is, as in most maps of the time,
named Turcomania. The area of Albania (Republic of Azerbaijan) is called Servan (Shirvan) and
is located within the Persian Empire.

In this map there are four lakes shown within the territory of Armenia. The largest one shown is
Lychnitis Palus (Lake Sevan), which is in fact the smallest. The others are named Arethuisa, Arsesa
and Thospitis, which are variants of the name given to Lake Van in Armenian. Lake Urmia is called
Martiana Palus and the city of Tabriz (Tauris) is named Gabris. Recognizable Armenian towns
shown on the map are Armauira, Tigranocerta, Artemita, Thospiana (Van) and Terua (Yerevan), all of
which are shown with incorrect locations.
Size app. 24x19cm

The lakes are unnamed and the River Arax boasts the name Erash (Eraskh), which is its old
Armenian name. Within the territory of Armenia the map includes the following cities: Achlehalakh
(Akhalkalak), Arges (Arjesh), Arzrum (Erzerum), Bitlis, Cars, Catvan (Tatvan) Chiufal (Julfa or
Djugha), Clath (Akhlat), Dabil (Dvin – incorrectly located), Manuscule (Malazkert), Uan (Van) and
Vstan (Vostan).

Private collection – NJ, USA

Size 56x47cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG16

Fig. 73

Also British Library – London, Maps 146.C.5/6/7, Vol 3

Johannes Blaeu (1596–1673) produced many colourfully decorated maps. His three-volume
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum sive Atlas Novus was first published in 1635 in Amsterdam, followed up by
others and ending with his twelve-volume Atlas Maior in 1664–65.
This map of the ‘Turkish Empire’, outlined in yellow, from his Theatrum Orbis Terrarum (1665) shows
Armenia divided between the Turkish and Persian Empires. The shapes of the lakes and that of
the Caspian Sea are still Ptolemaic. The elaborate cartouche is a typical Blaeu creation. Various
geographic errors common at the time recur in this map.
Size 52x41cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG36
Also British Library – London, Maps C.4.d.1 vol.9, f 8
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Fig. 75
Atanasius Kicher better known as Kircheri (1601–80) was a scientific scholar with a vivid
imagination. He is remembered as the inventor of the Magic Lantern and author of Mundus
Subterraneus, a book on volcanoes and tides. His other book, Arca Noë, printed in Amsterdam in
1675, is a large volume about Noah’s Ark. It is divided into three parts describing the pre-diluvial,
diluvial and post-diluvial periods, and provides sketches, drawings and information about the
construction of the three-storey Ark, including the layout and sizes of the various rooms – for the
housing of the animals and birds in Levels One and Three, and the storage of food in Level Two.
The Ark is 300 cubits long, 50 cubits wide and 30 cubits high. (One cubit is about 0.5 metres.) He
then continues with the sketches of all the animal pairs (no insects) that were present on the Ark.
About the post-diluvial period he gives various sketches of the submerged lands, and provides this
map of Terrestrial Paradise, which is established next to the Armenian Highlands, between the
Rivers Tigris and Euphrates, with armed angels guarding the entrances and various animals, all
outside Paradise.
Size 42x25cm
British Library – London, Rare Books 460.c.9
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Fig. 76
This map of ‘Turkey in Asia’, which also depicts Persia, Arabia and Africa, was prepared by
Philippe Du Val (1619–83), royal cartographer and Sanson’s son-in-law. It is based on the works of
Ismâil bin-Ali bin-Mohammed Abu Al-Fidâ’s (Abulfedâ, 1273–1332 CE), one of the important
Arab historians and geographers, and was prepared in 1676 in Paris. See Fig. 23.
The map shows most of Western Armenia under Turkish (Ottoman) occupation, the territory of
which includes Mount Ararat, Erivan (Yerevan), Kars, Nassivan (Nakhijevan), etc. Within Persia
Adherbizan is shown to the south of Khoy, and Ardabil and the Arais (Arax) River, while Shirvan is to
the north of the river.
The map lists the cities and important places of various countries. Within the Ottoman Empire,
in the territory of Armenia/Turcomania, the list specifies Mount Ararat, Erivan (Yerevan), Van
and Erzerum.
Size 54x42cm
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British Library – London, Maps 177.b.1.(3)
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Fig. 77
The British cartographer Robert Morden (1668–1703) published his
Geography Rectified, a small-sized atlas, in 1680 and later in 1686 and
1700.
This map of ‘Armenia, Georgia-Comania’ is from the larger-size edition
of the atlas, which was published in 1688. The map shows the area of
the Caucasus, with Georgia named also in Persian – Gurg(j)istan. The
area to the west of the Caspian Sea (today’s Republic of Azerbaijan)
is named Sc(h)irvan, and the territory of Adirbeitzan, which is Azerbaijan,
is shown within the borders of Persia, south of the River Arax. The
region of Karabagh is also shown as Karasbag. The lakes of Van and
Urmia are within their correct borders. For details concerning
Karabagh see description of Fig.117.
The text below the map states the Greater Armenia is by the Turks called
Turcomania.
Size 14x12cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG26
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These three maps are from the five-volume Description de l’Universe published by Allen Manneson
Mallet (1630–1706) in Paris. The French edition was published in 1683 and the German edition
with the same maps, in 1719. Volume Two, where these maps can be found, is devoted to Asia.

Fig. 79

Fig. 78

Fig. 80.

The map of ‘Georgia Armenia’ in the French edition is repeated twice on pages 211 and 213,
marked XC and XCI. The map shown here is from the German edition, where the two maps are now
reduced to one and the page is marked with the combined numbers XC and XCI. This map shows
southern Russia (Tartarie, Moscovie, Circassie), Georgia, also marked with its Persian name
Gurjistan, and Armenia, also named as Turcomania. The latter is depicted with its three important
cities of Kars, Erseroum (Erzerum) and Erivan (Yerevan). The Caspian Sea is called Tabristan, its old
Persian name (actually, Tabaristan).

The view of Erivan (Yerevan) and Mount Ararat with Noah’s Ark resting on it is an etching from
page 215 of the same book, but has evidently been sketched by someone entirely unfamiliar with
the area.

The map of ‘Turkey in Asia LXXXVII’ is page 207 of the same book, showing Asia Minor, Armenia,
Georgia, Syria, Albania, Colchis, Iberia and Egypt.

Size app. 10x15cm each
Private collection – London, Ref. RG3/14/75
Also British Library – London, Maps 1295.f.1
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Fig. 81
This map of ‘Armenia, Syria, Mesopotamia’ is from Philipp Cluverius’ (1580–1622) atlas Introductionis
in Universam Geographicam, issued from 1624 up to 1729 and also later.

The towns shown within Armenia include Armavira, Artaxata, Artemita, Melitana (Malatia), Nicopolis,
Satala, Sebastia and Tospia (Van).

This map is from the 1683 edition of the atlas and follows the general outline and pattern of the
Ptolemaic maps. Here the rivers are shown prominently, with exaggerated width. As per the
normal practice of the time, no details of neighbouring countries are shown.

Size 20x15cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG15
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Fig. 82
Caucasus to reach Isfahan. He spent four years there prior to returning to France in 1677.
Subsequently, in order to avoid persecution as a Huguenot, he fled to England, where he was
appointed jeweller to the Crown, and was knighted by Charles II in 1681. His memoirs include
chapters about Armenia and Armenians living in New Djulfa, near Isfahan.

The etching of the capital of Armenia, Yerevan (here shown in its Persian version – Irivan), is from
Sir John Chardin’s book Travels to Persia and ye East Indies through the Black Sea and the Country of
Colchis, printed by Moses Pitt in London in 1686.
Jean Chardin (1643–1713), as he was born, the son of a well-to-do Parisian jeweller, became
infatuated with the Orient early in life. His first voyage to Persia was launched in 1664, taking
nearly two years to reach Isfahan, where he stayed for 18 months. His second voyage was begun in
1671 and required two years of arduous travel through Ottoman Turkey, the Crimea, and the

Size 60x29cm
Private collection – London. Also British Library – London, Rare Books 51269.(2) p 44
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Fig. 83/83a
This is the first existing manuscript map of Armenia in the Armenian language, prepared by
Eremia Chelebi Keomiurdjian of Constantinople (1637–95) in the year 1691, by the order of
Count Lodovico Marsili (see Chapter 11 of ‘A brief history’ above, as well as Fig.95).
Keomiurdjian, also known as Hâdji Khâlifah Kâtib Chelebi, was an Armenian historian, publisher,
poet and musician who flourished in Constantinople. His most famous works include the FourHundred-Year History of the Ottoman Kingdom and the History of Constantinople, both written in prose.
This map was discovered by chance in 1991, in the library of the University of Bologna and was
extensively studied by Prof. Gabriella Uluhogian. Her studies were published in the book Un’antica
mappa dell’Armenia.
The map covers the area from the Caspian Sea to the Bosphorus, including the Armenian Highlands,
and shows the Armenian cities, provinces, baronies and dioceses, as well as the churches,
monasteries, convents, hermitages and places of worship of the Armenians, across various countries.
Together with their names, the author has provided useful information about important features
and historic events in each location.
In accordance with medieval convention, Keomiurdjian has chosen east to be at the top of the
map. The map does not show geographical coordinates of any sort and only the necessary features
are shown. The Holy See of Echmiadzin is depicted in minute detail, including the cathedral and
the Catholicos (the supreme religious leader of all Armenians), entertaining guests. Lake Van
is shown with all its islands and their descriptions. In the insets the Armenian churches of
Jerusalem, Cyprus, etc are also listed. The colophon (cartouche) at the top of the map recounts a
short history of the Armenians, listing milestones in their past. In the other colophon at the
bottom of the map, he details the reasons behind the creation of the map and describes all the
important features and major religious centres and sites shown.
The map was prepared and signed by the author – Eremia of Constantinople – mentioning his
son, Fr. Mal-akia, as the mapmaker.
The detail map in Fig. 83a shows the area of central Armenia, including Holy Echmiadzin,
Mount Ararat and Mount Aragatz.
Size 358x120cm
Library of the University of Bologna
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Fig. 84
The first world map in Armenian, published by Tovmas Vanandeæi in Amsterdam, 1695. The map
was engraved by the Schonbeek brothers. Later editions,starting from 1754, were published in St.
Lazarus Monastery, Venice.
The map shows the two hemispheres, with America and New Holland (Australia) incomplete. It
is beautifully decorated, having at its four corners etchings depicting the four seasons with
mythological and astrological characters, as well as showing the night sky with constellations,
polar views of the earth, and the solar system with its planets. At the bottom centre of the map a
Persian/Turkish inscription says
– Jahân Bin, View of the World. There is a key to the
symbols and a colophon, including a dedication written in verse.
Size 158x124cm (in 4 parts)
British Library – London, Maps 920.(89)
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Fig. 85
A page from Pieter van der Aa’s (1659–1733) Atlas Noveau et Curieux, which was printed in Leiden
c. 1710.
This page shows Tartari (South Russia) and Circassia, and includes Anatolia, Armenia and Georgia.
The Armenian cities mentioned include Kars, Arserum, Erivan, Zulfa (Djulfa), Van and Bitlis.
Karabag(h) is also shown slightly misplaced and the River Arax is shown as Carasse.
For details concerning Karabagh see description of Fig.117.
Size 24x16cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG59
Also British Library – London, Maps C.49.e.21
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Fig. 86/86a
John David Koehler’s (1684–1755) Schul und Reise Atlas (School and Travel Atlas) was prepared and
printed in Nürnberg by the engraver C. Weigel (1654–1725) in 1718. The atlas is in two parts. Part
1 contains 120 maps of the modern world and Part 2 has 44 maps of the ancient world, bearing the
title Descriptio Orbis Antiqvi.
This is Map 44 of Part 2 and is entitled ‘The Historical Scene of the Orient during the Fifth
Century A.D.’. It shows the ancient kingdoms and countries.
Fig. 86a shows the region of Armenia in detail.
Sizes 43x35cm
British Library – London, Maps C.38.e.4
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Fig. 87
As with the previous map, this map is also from John David Koehler’s (1684–1755) Schul und Reise
Atlas (School and Travel Atlas), prepared and printed in Nürnberg by the engraver C. Weigel
(1654–1725) in 1718.
The map of Armenia shown here is Map 27 of Part 2, the ancient world. It shows various provinces
of Armenia and the important towns, bearing their Greek names. Lake Van is named Arsissa and
Lake Sevan Lychnites (Lychnitis). The map is full of errors regarding geographical locations,
which were common in the contemporary maps. The territory of Armenia extends from the Caspian
Sea to the Mediterranean, divided into four parts, Northern, Southern, Western Armenia and
Armenia Minor.
Sizes 43x35cm
British Library – London, Maps C.38.e.4
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Fig. 88
This is an example of a much later map still loosely based on Ptolemy’s Geography, engraved by
Spoffort in London during 1722.
The map shows Asia Minor, Syria, Babylon, Assyria, Cyprus and Mesopotamia, and includes
Armenia Maior as well as Armenia Minor. The names of the cities are taken from Ptolemy, and of
the three existing lakes in the area only Lake Van is shown.
Size 48x36cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG09
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Fig. 89
Hermann Moll (1678–1732) was a Dutchman who emigrated to London and produced his atlas
A New Survey of the Globe during 1723 in London, followed by Atlas Minor or A set of sixty-two New and
Correct Maps of All the Parts of the World, in 1729.

is also named Turcomania, and includes the cities of Mus(h), Erzerum, Van and Orfa (Urfa). Erivan
(Yerevan) is correctly shown under Persian rule.

This map of ‘Turkey in Asia’, which depicts Anatolia, Persia, Georgia and Armenia, is Map 33 of
Atlas Minor. It shows Armenia divided between the Ottoman and Persian Empires. Armenia Maior

Private collection – London, Ref. RG05

Size 25x20cm
Also British Library – London, Maps C.21.b.3
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90a

Fig. 90/90a
Guillaume Delisle or De l’Isle’s (1675–1726) ‘Map of the Area of the
Caspian Sea’ was published posthumously by his sons in 1730, in
Amsterdam. This map is from his Atlas Nouveau, which includes 31
pages of text and 56 accompanying maps. Delisle’s maps are generally
full of detail and data. These maps have been included in many
atlases published by other cartographers.
This map of the region of the Caspian and the Black Seas includes
Armenia, plus Mingrelia and Cartveli (Kartveli – Georgia) to its north
and Chirvan (Shirvan), Derbent and Moghan to its east (since 1918 this
area has been renamed Republic of Azerbaijan). The Persian province
of Aderbijan, which is the historic Azerbaijan, is situated south of the
River Arax.
Curiously the lakes of Van and Urmia, bearing the local name of
Chahi Daryasi (King’s Sea) are shown joined. Both lakes have salt water
and sustain very little or no marine life at all, which might be the
reason for the cartographer to suspect that they were joined at some
point. This map also shows interconnecting roads in the region.
Fig 90a shows central Armenia in detail.
For comparison purposes see Fig. 95.
Size 63x54cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG62
Also British Library – London, Maps 1.TAB.8, f 35
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Fig. 91
Kâtib Chelebi’s geographical work Jehân Numâ –
(Mirror of the World) was taken up by
the first Turkish printer Ibrahim Müteferrika (of Hungarian origin), who printed it in 1732/33. The
author had completed only the first part of the book before his death in 1657. (See Figs 69, 70 and
71.)
The printed version of the book, which was edited and completed by Müteferrika, has more details
than the original, which the editor obtained from the texts of Ibn-Bahrâmi as well as from the
notes of Chelebi himself. Chapter 41 of the printed version describes Western Armenia, which at
the time was under Ottoman rule, and specifies its borders. Chapter 39 gives details of Eastern
Armenia, which was under Persian domination. In general terms, it seems that Chelebi has used
much information provided by Abulfedâ in his Taqvim ul-Boldân as well as al-Istakhrî and other
Islamic geographers. (See Fig. 23.)
The book contains 40 diagrams and maps, which include planet maps, zodiac maps, diagrams of
the eclipses, hemisphere maps and maps of the continents as well as various regions of the world,
some quite detailed. Most of the maps have been based on European atlases and maps.
The map reproduced here is ‘the map of Circassia, Abkhazia, Daghestan, Shirvan, Gurjistan [Georgia],
Revan [Yerevan], Kars, Childir, Trabizond and Erzerum’. Although the text specifies that the cities of
Van, Kars, Erzerum and many others are part of Greater Armenia, the map, which was inserted by
Müteferrika, only shows the outlines of the vilayets (counties), without delineating borders of
countries. (See also Figs 64 and 66 for similarities.)
In this map the eastern territories to the north of the River Arax are named Shirvan and Daghestan.
Size 26x31cm
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British Library – London. Or. 80.a.7, bet. pp431–2
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Figs 92 and 93
This is a map of Armenia in the early medieval period. The map
accompanies the printed text of the Latin and Armenian edition of
Movses Khorenatzi’s History of Armenia, which also incorporates the
geographical text called Ashkharhatzuytz (Ašxarhaćuyć – World Mirror)
attributed here to Movses Khorenaci, but lately attributed to the seventhcentury polymath, Anania Shirakatzi. The Latin translation is by William
and George Whiston and the book was published in 1736, in London.
The map has been drawn taking into consideration the descriptions of
Ashkharhatzuytz. It shows the 15 provinces of Greater Armenia and their
approximate borders. Lesser Armenia is in Eastern Anatolia, just to the
west of Greater Armenia. The external borders of Greater Armenia are
shown by broken lines, while the borders of the provinces are indicated
by dotted lines.
The towns shown include Erivanum (Yerevan), Valarsapata (Vagharshapat
or Echmiadzin), Arzerum or Carin (the old Armenian name of Erzerum –
Karin; in Greek Theodosiopolis), Vannum or Semiramocerta (Van or
Shamiramakert), Betlis (Bitlis), Arsamosata (Arshamashat) and Naxuanum
(Nakhijevan). Mount Ararat or Masis is also shown. The Armenian name of
the River Arax(es) – Erasches (Yeraskh) is also mentioned. Comparing
this map with the Ptolemaic version of the same area, it can be noted that
the earlier Ptolemaic maps had an acceptable degree of accuracy.
Fig. 93. This is the title page of the book in which Fig. 92 is contained.
Size 185x225mm (map) inside the cover
Private collection – London
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Fig. 94/94a
“This map of the ‘Turkish Empire’ is Plate 13 of Nouvel Atlas de la Societé Generale published by
Johann Baptiste Homann (1663–1724) in St Petersburg in 1748. The cartographers were Guillaume
Delisle and Johann Mathias Hase.
Although the atlas is dated 1748, but the map of the Turkish Empire included in it actually dates
from 1737. This map is somewhat similar to that shown in Delisle’s own atlas. Here Armenia
appears within the Ottoman Empire, with Karabagh and the province of Erivan as part of the Persian
Empire. The names of the areas to the west of the Caspian Sea are Dagestan, Lesgi and Shirwan.
Moghan and Adherbaizan (Azerbaijan) are placed to the south of the River Araz (Arax), within
Persia. In this map, similarly to Delisle’s other maps, the lakes of Van and Urmia (Chahi) are shown
almost joined.”
Fig.94a shows details of the region of Armenia. See description of Fig.117 for details concerning
Karabagh.
Size 58x49cm
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British Library – London, Maps C.45.f.6
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Fig. 95/95a
This is an important map, since it is the first map by a Turkish geographer, in this case, Abubekir
Efendi, to be published in the west. The original map can be found in the bilingual large folio
book L’Etat Militaire de l’Empire Ottoman, by Count Lodovico Marsili, published by La Hey in
Amsterdam in 1732 (See SOAS London, Ref. ED.73.1). The book also contains another map of the
same outline, but without detailed boundaries of the countries. The author is the same person
who, in 1691 had commissioned Eremia Keomiurdjian to prepare a map of the Armenian churches
located inside the Ottoman Empire. (See Figure.83). The map reproduced here is a reprint dated
1740 and its cartouche is bilingual, Italian and French. It is entitled “The Map of the Ottoman
Empire, divided into Beylerbeylics, Pashaliks and Beyliks (Baronies)…”.
The legend explains the various hierarchical divisions of the empire. Beylerbeylics are abbreviated
as Vil. (Vilayet), which in Turkish can refer to the area of a province or a whole country. These
types of divisions correspond to the divisions shown on the manuscript map of Keomiurdjian,
where they are indicated by one, two or three staffs.
In the map the vilayet of Armenia (Erman Vil.) includes the cities of Arsum (Erzerum), Malasghert,
Vaan, Kars, Baisit (Bayazid), Kutur, Adiljivaz and others. The location of Lake Van is shifted eastward,
thus creating a distorted image as far as the relationships of the localities are concerned. For
example, Kars, which is situated some 150 kilometres north-west of Bayazid, is shown 100 Italian
miles to its east.
Detail Fig. 95a shows the area of Armenia enlarged.
Size 57x54cm
British Library – London, Maps 43305.(16)
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Fig. 96/96a
Erzeron (Erzerum), Cars and Betlis (Bitlis). The name of Echmiadzin is spelled Ichniani. Mount
Ararat bears its Armenian name (Masis – Macis) as well as the names in Turkish (Agerdaghi –
Agridagh) and Ararat.

The title of this map is ‘A new map of the Caspian Sea and the countries adjacent, made by the
order of the late Czar’. It was prepared by John Senex and printed in London c. 1742.
The map is the English translation of part of Delisle’s map entitled ‘Carte des Pays voisins de la
Mer Caspiene’ dating from 1730 and reproduced in Fig. 90.

Next to Lake Van an area has been marked Republick of Jesidis. The Yezidis are a non-Muslim
Kurdish sect, whose religious beliefs include elements of sun-worship. A tightly knit community,
they are now largely concentrated in the Republic of Armenia.

All the errors and shortcomings of Delisle’s map are also reflected in this map. Lake Van and Chahi
(King’s Lake or Urmia) are shown joined, when in fact they are some 150 kilometres apart. This
means the lands of Armenia and the Iranian Province of Azerbaijan are compressed together,
dislocating many towns and cities. Lake Sevan is shown with the incorrect orientation, but does
include the island and the monastery.

Fig. 96a shows the area of Armenia in detail.
Size 525x425mm
British Library – London, Maps 141.a.1.(17)

Persian Armenia includes the areas of Erivan (Yerevan), Baiazit and Van. Turkish Armenia includes
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Fig. 97
The ‘Map of the Old and New Armenia’, in Armenian, engraved by Ignatius Khachaturian and
published in Venice, 1751, in the Armenian year of 1200. (The Armenian calendar is an
ecclesiastical method of reckoning, starting in the year 551.)
This map shows historic Armenian territories according to old and new geographers, complete
with the names of its various provinces. The map is based on the text of the Armenian geographer
and historian Anania Shirakatsi called Ashkharhatzuytz (Ašxarhaćuyć – World Mirror). See also
Fig. 92.
The territory is dominated by the three main geographical features, Lake Van, here called the Sea
of Aghtamar, Mount Ararat, here called by the Armenian name Masis, and Lake Sevan, named Sea
of Gegham, another Armenian name for this lake.
Size 45x28cm
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British Library – London, Maps 47830.(2)
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Fig. 98
(Azerbaijan) is located to the south of the River Arax, within Persia. The lakes of Van and Urmia
are shown unrealistically close, or jointed together. This feature is quite common in the French
cartography of the time.

The French cartographer Robert de Vaugondy (1688–1768) published his Nouvel Atlas Portatif in
1762. This map is from this atlas.
The map shows the Middle East and the Caucasus and is entitled ‘Map of the Early Ages of the
World’. It shows Armenia extending from Caucasian Albania in the north-east to Cilicia in the
south-west. In the south it borders Assyria and Mesopotamia. The Terrestrial Paradise – the
Garden of Eden – is shown in the centre of Armenia, to the north-west of Lake Van. Aderbijan

Size 25x24cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG13
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Fig. 99
Jacques N. Bellin (1703–72) published the five volumes of his Petit Atlas Maritime in 1764. This map,
entitled ‘The map of Armenia, Georgia and the neighbouring countries’, is from Volume 3.

relatively accurately. The countries shown on the western shores of the Caspian are Dagistan and
Shirvan. The names of many rivers, mountains and towns also appear.

Here Armenia extends almost the whole width of the map, with Georgia to the north and Aderbigian
(Azerbaijan) to the south of the River Arax. In this version the lakes of Van and Urmia are shown

Size 35x24cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG34
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for 101a see the next page

Fig. 100

Fig. 101/101a

The ‘A new and accurate map of Anatolia or Asia Minor …’ is extracted from Emmanuel Bowen’s
(fl. 1714–67) Universal History of the World, published in London, 1766. This very map was used many
times by Bowen in his various atlases and collections of maps in 1744, 1752 and 1770.

This map is entitled ‘Partie Orientale de la Carte des Anciennes Monarchies’ (The Oriental Part
of the Ancient Kingdoms) and was published in Paris in 1779 by M. Robert.

The map shows the main cities and the roads of the area, ranging from the Persian border to
western Anatolia. Some of the important Armenian towns which are located on the main commercial
routes and paths are shown.

The map shows various ancient kingdoms including those of Greater Armenia, Albania, Media,
Persia, Parthia, Colchis and Iberia, as well as Median Atropatena (Adiabene), which is shown as
located to the south of the River Arax. In the world map inset at the top of the page, the mapping
of Australia is incomplete.

Size 42x34cm

The area of Armenia, divided into two parts, is shown in the detail Fig. 101a.

Private collection – London, Ref. RG45

Size 66x51cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG24
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Fig. 102
This so-called ‘curiosity’ map is entitled ‘A Map of the
Terrestrial Paradise’, i.e. the Garden of Eden, which was
a common perception of the area from the Middle Ages
(see Section 6 of ‘A brief history’, above).
There are many versions of this map, including those of
Moxon, Kircheri (Fig. 75), Stackhouse, Vaugondy (Fig.
98), Buache (Fig. 103) and others. This version was
prepared by Emmanuel Bowen (fl. 1714–67) and shows
Eden located between the lakes of Van and Urmia, within
the territory of historic Armenia, with Mount Ararat
situated in the middle. The Rivers Euphrates, Arax and
Tigris have their sources in this area. The map was
published c. 1780.
The same map also appears in Bowen’s various atlases,
dating from 1744 to the 1780s.
Size 23x23cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG31
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Fig. 103
This map, which was prepared by Philippe Buache (1700–73) and was printed in Paris in 1783, is
entitled ‘A General Map for Information about the History of the Saints’. It refers to the biblical
lands, and in the accompanying text names Noah’s descendants whose tribes inhabited these
lands.
The Terrestrial Paradise, Eden, is depicted within Armenia, which also has Mount Ararat with
Noah’s Ark resting on its summit. Lakes Van and Urmia are shown joined.
(See Fig. 90, also Figs 75, 98 and 102.)
Size 26x33.7 cm. Sarkiss Boghossian collection – Paris
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Fig. 104
Some of the places are shown with their Ottoman as well as Armenian names. The printing house
in San Lazzaro, which belongs to the Armenian Mkhitariste Order, was at the time a flourishing
institution and many maps and books in the Armenian language were printed there during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It still continues to be an important printing house for
Armenian literature.

This Armenian-language map of the ‘Ottoman Empire’ was printed in the Armenian Monastery
of San Lazzaro in Venice, in 1787.
The map shows the territories conquered by the Ottoman Empire at the time and is the oldest map
in Armenian depicting this area. The map shows Armenia divided between the two neighbouring
countries, the Ottoman Empire and Persia (here – Ajami). The three lakes of Van, Sevan and
Urmia are shown correctly, as are the important towns of Armenia and Anatolia.

Size 27x26cm. British Library – London, Maps 43305.(17)
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Fig. 105/105a
This map of ‘Asiatic Turkey including Anatolia, Turkey, Armenia, Kurdistan, Aljezira, IraqArabi’, in Russian, dates from 1793. It was printed in New Atlas, or Collection of Charts of All Parts of
the Terrestrial Globe, printed in Saint Petersburg.

105a

The atlas was based on the French atlas of the same title printed in Paris in 1762 with some
revisions to the maps.
The map shows Armenia divided between Turkey and Russia. The shape of the Caspian Sea is
shown relatively correctly. The lakes shown are Achtamar (Van), Gokcha (Geghama or Sevan) and
Ormia (Urmia). Many important Armenian towns are shown, including Erevan, Arabkir, Kars, Van,
Bitlis, Baiburt, Akhlat, Vostan and others.
For the area of Armenia see detail map 105a.
Size app. 44x33cm
British Library – London, Maps C.27.f.3
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Fig. 106
‘A new map of Turkey in Asia’ is from Atlas Generale, printed in London by Jean Baptiste d’Anville
(1697–1782) in 1794. The map also appears in William Faden’s General Atlas of 1797.
It shows Armenia divided between the Persian and the Ottoman Empires, and bears the Armenian
names of some of her provinces. Yerevan and Mount Ararat are shown under Persian domination,
while Lake Sevan is called Blue Water. The shape of Lakes Van and Urmia is incorrect. Aderbigian
(Azerbaijan) is shown to the south of the River Aras (Arax). It is interesting that the Monastery of
St Thadeus is also mentioned in the county of Artaz, within Persian Armenia. The map includes
many other details of the area.
Size 71x52cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG39
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Fig. 107/107a
This map of ‘Persia divided into its Great Provinces’, published in London in 1774, is the work of
cartographer Robert Dunn (d. 1794).
The map is from his atlas entitled The New Atlas of the Mundane System. It shows Eastern Armenia
as a province of Persia and Western Armenia within the Ottoman Empire. Aderbigan (Azerbaijan),
outlined in green, is one of the Persian provinces and is located south of the River Arax. The northeastern territory of Arax is called Chirvan (Shirvan).
In the enlarged part of the map of Armenia (Fig. 107a) much detail is visible, such as the
Monastery of St Stepanos Protomartyr on the southern shore of the Aras (Arax) River opposite
Nalsivan (Nakhijevan), the islands of Akhtamar and Lun (Lim) within Lake Van, and the town of
Argish (Arjesh) near its northern shore.
Size 44x31cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG47
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Fig. 108/108a

108a

This map of ‘Turkey in Asia’ is from the Ottoman World Atlas, printed in Üsküdar (one of the
districts of Istanbul) in 1803–4, which in itself is the translation of William Faden’s (1750–1836)
General Atlas published in London in 1797. The translator is Mahmud Raif. Instead of the 52 maps
of the English atlas, the Ottoman work contains 24 maps only, which are in large format, carefully
prepared and coloured.
The first 78 pages of the atlas are dedicated to geography, giving descriptions of various features
of the earth, the sun and the moon, as well as various races of people, followed by descriptions of
various countries, with names of important towns and other data. It bears the date AH 1218.
The map shows the Asiatic parts of Turkey. Here Armenia is shown divided between Ajamestan
(Persia) and the Ottoman Empire, and some of its provinces are given their Armenian names.
– Revan, and Mount Ararat –
– are shown under Persian
Yerevan, here called
domination, while the regions of Van –
– and Erzerum –
– are called
, i.e.
Armenia. The shape of Lakes of Van and Urmia is incorrect. In this map, too, Azerbaijan is shown
south of the River Arax. The map is based on d’Anville’s map of Fig. 106.
The region of Armenia is shown in the detail 108a.
Size 72x54cm
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British Library, OIOC 14999.h.2(2), f.18
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Fig. 109/109a
This ‘Map of the Mediterranean’ is also from the Ottoman World Atlas of Fig. 106, printed in
Üsküdar, in 1803–4, in itself the translation of William Faden’s (1750–1836) General Atlas published
in London in 1797. The translator is Mahmud Raif. For further information about the atlas see the
description of Fig. 108.
This map covers the European part of the Ottoman Empire including the eastern Mediterranean,
where it was the dominant power. As in the previous map, it also includes Armenia divided
between Ajamestan (Persia) and the Ottoman Empire, and gives the Armenian names of some of
its provinces.
Yerevan, here called
– Revan, and Mount Ararat –
– are shown under Persian rule,
while the regions of Van –
– and Erzerum –
– are called
, i.e. Armenia.
Lakes Van and Urmia are shown almost touching, while in reality they are some 150 kilometres
apart. Azerbaijan is shown to the south of the River Arax.
The region of Armenia is shown in the detail Fig. 109a, with a wealth of topographical information.
Size 80x58cm
British Library, OIOC 14999.h.2(2), f 5
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Fig. 110
This map, entitled ‘Asia Minor, Armenia, Circassia and Syria’, is by Conrad Malte-Brun (1775–
1826), a Danish cartographer who worked in Paris. His Atlas Complet, which contains this map, was
published in 1812.

and the names of the provinces are given. The shape of the lakes in the area, though still not
correct, is much improved. Once again the area of Atropatene (Azerbaijan) is shown to the south
of the River Arax, within the territory of Media (Persia).

Although the map was published at the beginning of the nineteenth century, its division of
Armenia is very different from that in earlier ones. Here the area of historic Armenia is outlined

Size 20x22cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG48
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Fig. 111
This watercolour of Echmiadzin is from the large manuscript collection of the British painter Sir
Robert Ker Porter KCH (1777–1842), which he prepared during his travels in Georgia, Armenia,
Iraq and Persia in 1817–20. The volume is entitled The Caucasus, Persia, Babylonia with notes, maps,
plans, surveys, views and other drawings of interesting subjects.

Geghard and the pagan temple of Garni and a few others.

It contains watercolours, drawings, sketches and plans of various interesting sites and buildings
in Georgia, Armenia and Persia, concentrating mainly on Isfahan and Persepolis. The sketches of
Armenia include watercolours of Echmiadzin, Mount Ararat, Erivan (Yerevan), the Monastery of

Size 59x33cm

The view of Echmiadzin shows the main cathedral with its protective walls, beyond which the
Monastery of Saint Gayane can also be seen. The background is dominated by the large mass of
Mount Ararat.
British Library – London, Add MS. 14758
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Fig. 112/112a
The Atlas of the World according to the geographers of France, England, Germany and Russia, in Armenian,
was engraved in Paris under the sponsorship of Hovhannes Amira Dadean. It was printed in San
Lazzaro, Venice, in the year 1849.
The atlas contains maps of the solar system, the continents, the Ottoman Empire and Armenia. It
is the first atlas in Armenian to contain text as well as maps. All the maps of the atlas are artfully
prepared, and skilfully etched and coloured. These are on a par with the best atlases of other
famous European cartographers.
This map of the Ottoman Empire is the penultimate map in the atlas and depicts the area
occupied by the empire during the period. It is a beautifully coloured large-scale map with much
detail.
The area of Armenia is shown in the detail 112a.
Size 90x60cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG79
Also British Library – London, Maps 145.2.24
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Fig. 113/113a
This map is from the same atlas as Map 112, namely Atlas of the World according to the geographers of
France, England, Germany and Russia in Armenian, which was engraved in Paris under the sponsorship
of Hovhannes Amira Dadean and was printed in San Lazzaro, Venice in the year 1849.

provincial divisions, as well as geographical features of Armenia.
The detail Fig. 113a shows the central part of Armenia.
Size 90x60cm

For details about the work see description of Fig. 112.

Private collection – London, Ref. RG80

This map of ‘Armenia’ is the last map in the atlas and depicts the area of historic Armenia in the
Middle Ages. It comprises beautifully coloured and detailed large-scale maps of the towns and

Also British Library – London, Maps 145.2.24
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Fig. 114
This map of ‘Ancient Persia Elam with Adjacent Countries’ is taken from John Dower’s (fl. 18251863) Atlas published in the 1850s.

the map Lake Van is named Arissa (Arjesh). The towns shown within Armenia include Samosata,
Satala, Chorsa (Kars) and Nachuana (Nakhijevan).

The map shows the early kingdoms existing in the area, with Asia Minor divided into various
countries, including Armenia. Atropatene (Azerbaijan) is shown as a province of ancient Persia. In

Size 22x16cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG11
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Fig. 115
This sketch map of ‘Armenia’ is taken from the Rt Hon. Robert Curzon’s
(1810–73) famous tome Armenia: A year at Erzeroum, and on the frontiers of
Russia, Turkey, and Persia, printed in London in 1854. Curzon was working in
the British Embassy in Constantinople and from 1843 was a member of the
team delimiting the Turko-Persian border.
The map, which is inserted at the back of the book, shows the area of
Armenia, as it was known then, including the regions of Van, Bitlis, Bayazid,
Erzerum, Moush, Bayburt, Kars, Ardahan, Erivan and Gumri, as well as the
twin peaks of Mount Ararat. Gumri and Erivan are shown in the territory
under Russian rule, while the rest of the country is shown under Ottoman
rule.
Size 10x15.5cm
Curzon’s Armenia, last page – Private collection
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Fig. 116/116a/116b/116c
This Ottoman Turkish map is a translation of an original German map by Heinrich Kiepert (1818–
99), based on the observations of von Vincke, Fischer and von Moltke, as well as Kiepert himself,
and prepared for the General Staff of the German Army. (For details about Kiepert see description
of Fig. 120.) The German map was printed in Berlin in 1844 as ‘The Map of the Turkish Empire’
(Fig. 116b). In this map the area of Lake Van, Erzerum, Kharput, Bitlis, Kars and Ararat, located
within the Ottoman Empire, is denoted as Armenia, with Kurdistan south of Lake Van.
The Turkish map shown in Fig. 116 is a translation of the original German map, and has a
cartouche, which reads: ‘The map of the Turkish Empire was prepared and printed in the German language
by Vincke, Fischer, Moltke and Kiepert, for the General Staff of Prussia. It was translated into Turkish at the
Academy of War. The map was drawn and printed in Turkish and this is a copy of it. In the year AH 1267 (AD
1854).’
The detail of the map shown in Fig. 116a is the western part of the empire, as well as its neighbouring
countries. Lake Urumia in the west is within Ajamestan (Persia) and Lake Sevan in the north is
located within the territory of Russia, with Lake Van within the Turkish Empire. The German
version of the same area is reproduced in Fig. 116b.
The title of the German map is also reproduced in Fig. 116c.
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has been reduced in size from the original German language print.

In the Ottoman maps of 1803 (Figs 108 and 109) the area of Van and Erzerum is shown in bold
letters as
– ‘Ermenistan’, i.e. Armenia, while in this map of 1854, the name of the same
area, while still shown as basically Armenia, appears here in much smaller letters merely as
– Ermani, which translates as ‘Armenian’ (see title underlined with double blue lines),
while Kurdistan is boldly written in the area to the south of Lake Van. In the process of translation,
all the names have been translated and kept as they were, yet somehow only the name of Armenia

For comparison refer to details 116a and 116b.
Size app. 92x62cm
116/116a: Österreichische Nationalbibliothek – Vienna, K.III.113 518
116b/116c: British Library – London, Maps 46970.(7)
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Fig. 117/117a
According to the paper entitled “Tati and Harzani, two ancient dialects of the Azeri language” by
the Iranian linguist Abdolali Karang (Tabriz – 1954/5), the word “kara” is a derivative of “kaleh”
or “kala”, which in the old Harzani language means “large”. This could well explain the meaning
of the above names. Karabagh - Large Garden, does look like a huge garden, Karadagh - Lage
Mountain, is a mountainous region with many large and small mountains and Karakelisseh Large Church, is indeed the largest religious complex in the area, while Karasou – Large River, is
a very wide and shallow river. In the local dialect of present day Iranian-Azeri village of GelinGhieh, the word used for large is “kala”, and even in Persian the world “kalan” means a large
amount, which could have been derived form the same root.

Edward Weller’s (d. 1884) map of the ‘Isthmus of Caucasus and Armenia’ is from his Dispatch Atlas
of 1858.
The map shows Armenia divided mainly between the Russian and Ottoman Empires as it was
during most of the nineteenth century, after the Persians had been driven out of the Southern
Caucasus and Eastern Armenia became an okrug (province) of the Tsar. This map is cartographically
much more advanced and accurate than all previous ones.
In this map the border between Turkey and Russia crosses over the peaks of Mount Ararat, and
there is no common border between Turkey and the area of Nakhijevan, which is shown as part of
Armenia. It also depicts the territories of Karabagh, within Russia, and Karadagh, within Persia.

For general area of Armenia see detail map Fig. 117a.

Inside, as well as near the territory of Iranian Province of Azerbaijan there are a number of
Armenian places that bear the Azeri prefix of “Kara”, which in the modern Azeri language means
“black”. These include Karabagh (black garden), Karadagh (black mountain), Karakelisseh
(black church) and Karasou (black water). The names do not seem logical, since Karabagh is a
lush and green region, the mountainous area of Karadagh is not black and certainly Karakelisseh
(Monastery of St. Thadeus) is not black but an all-white cathedral, with a black strip of finishing
stone on the rotunda of one of its churches.

Size 50x34cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG55
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Fig. 118/118a
‘Armenia, Mesopotamia, Babylonia and Assyria
with Adjacent Regions’ is taken from the Atlas
Antique of Karl von Spruner (1803-1892), published
in 1865. This is already a relatively accurate and
modern map, showing most of the important
landmarks, cities and towns. Most of the names
are written both in Latin and in the vernacular
(in lighter Latin script).
Similar to the map of Malte-Brun (Fig. 110), this
map shows ancient Armenia with its provinces
and gives the old Armenian names of towns and
provinces. Here Atropatene (Azerbaijan) is shown
within the territory of Media, south of the River
Arax.
The map contains an unusual amount of
topographical detail.
The enlarged map Fig. 118a shows the area of
Armenia in detail.
Size 35x41cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG33
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Fig. 119/119a
This map of the ‘Ottoman Country’ (Turkey) is from the atlas of the world printed in Arabic in
Constantinople in 1867. The atlas contains maps of the hemispheres, the continents and the coast
of Sham (the eastern Mediterranean).
In this map the territory of Armenia is divided between the Russian and the Ottoman Empires.
The regions of Van and Erzerum, although within the territory of the Ottoman Empire, bear the
name Bilad Arman (Region of Armenia) and are considered to be Armenian lands. This area
includes the cities of Bayazid, Van, Erzerum, Bitlis, Moush and Erzinjan. The delineation of the
border between Persia, Turkey and Russia is very similar to that in Weller’s work, Fig. 117.
The territory to the south of Armenia, below the region of Van and Bitlis, is named Kurdistan.
For region of Armenia see detail map Fig. 119a.
Size 42x29cm

119a

British Library – London, Maps 42.d.1, f.2
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Fig. 120

Fig. 121/121a

Heinrich Kiepert (1818–99) studied history, geography, philosophy and archaeology at Berlin
University and in his youth travelled to Anatolia and Armenia. He is considered to be one of the
most important cartographers of the nineteenth century and certainly the most important German
cartographer of that era. He wrote many articles and prepared maps of the Middle East and
Armenia, which he knew intimately. Later he learned Arabic, Persian and Armenian.

This map is entitled ‘Map of Armenia and Adjacent Countries’ and was prepared by the IrishBritish traveller and geographer H.F.B. Lynch and by F. Oswald in 1901. The map accompanies the
two-volume travel and history book Armenia, Travels and Studies by Lynch, printed in London in 1901.
Lynch was very interested in Armenia and twice travelled to the area, first in 1893, and then in 1898.
His book contains many sketches, maps and unique photographs of the country and its peoples,
which today remain important historical documents.

During 60 years of active life Kiepert produced over 600 atlases, maps and other related works. His
maps, full of detail, are of the highest quality and accuracy.

The map shows all the geographical features and contains a large amount of detail, such as the
names of villages, rivers, mountains and their heights, and the borders of vilayets and countries. It
is noteworthy that at the time, the territory of Russian (Eastern) Armenia included Kars, Ardahan,
Childir, Igdir, Bayazid and Mount Ararat.

The unpublished manuscript map reproduced here, entitled ‘Armenia’, gives the names of the
Armenian provinces and cities in both Greek and Armenian (using Latin script). The details
shown on the map are precise and clear.

The enlarged detail Fig. 121a shows the central area of Armenia.

The green line shows the borders of Armenia according to the seventh-century Armenian
geographer and historian Anania Shirakatsi’s text Ashkharhatzuytz (Ašxarhaćuyć – World Mirror).
See also Figs 92, 93 and 97.

Size 97x57cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG81

Size 24x17cm
Staatsbibliothek – Berlin, Kart U 7880
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Fig. 122/122a
This map. which is in French, was prepared for negotiations and finalization of the territorial
question of Armenia in the Paris Peace Conference of January 1919. The map was prepared by Z.
Khanzadian in Paris, as per the instructions of General Nazarbekian, Commander in Chief of the
Armenian Army.

The borders between Armenia and Turkey are marked with a thin red line, since these were under
study and new demarcations were to be finalised by the Treaty of Sévres. See map Fig. 123.
Fig.122a shows the details of the proposed borders.
Size 54x37cm

The map highlights the borders between the newly established republics of Armenia, Georgia
and Azerbaijan and its purpose was to show the borders of the First Republic of Armenia (19181920) where majority of the population was ethnically Armenian. Armenian inhabited regions of
Kars, Shushi and Akhalkalak are shown inside the territory of Armenia.

Private Collection – London, Ref. RG117

The booklet accompanying the map specifies the ethnic populations within the boundary of
Armenia as:
Armenians

1,293,000

59.87%

Turks, Turkomans & Tartars

588,000

27.22%

Kurds

82,000

3.79%

Yezidis

50,000

2.31%

Russian, Greeks, Georgians

123,000

5.70%

Gypsies

24,000

1.11%
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Fig. 123
This is the map of the boundary between Turkey and Armenia, prepared and signed by President
Woodrow Wilson of the United States of America in August 1920. The map was prepared as per
the discussions between France and Britain in London and the Treaty of Sèvres, subsequent to the
defeat of Turkey in the First World War. The treaty gave a mandate to the United States to
implement its terms, which were never enforced.
Under the Treaty of Sèvres, Armenia was awarded 90,000 square kilometres of territory, which had
been continuously populated by Armenians for the past three millennia. It was also granted
access to the Black Sea, with approximately 400 kilometres of shoreline.
Scale 1/1,000,000
Library of Congress, Washington DC, ID g743fct000197
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Fig. 124
This map of the Armenian Plateau is from the Atlas of the Armenian People, the work of S.T.
Eremian, published in Yerevan in 1951.
The map shows the Armenian Highlands or Plateau with its mountains and rivers, including the
Soviet-era international borders. The names of the various mountain ranges are also specified.
Regarding the border near Mount Ararat, through diplomacy and various dealings, in 1932
Turkey managed to secure a 25 kilometre long strip of land from Iran, thus providing it with a 10

kilometre long but politically very important common border with the autonomous region of
Nakhijevan. The access strip can be seen on this map. For comparison see maps fig. 117, 118 and
121
Size 34x24cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG84

Fig. 125
This three dimensional map of the ‘Armenian SSR’ is
embossed on plastic and was printed by the Geodesy
and Cartography Administration in 1985 in Moscow.
It depicts the physical and political contours of the
Armenian Soviet Socialist Republic.
The names are those current during the Soviet era.
Frame size 25x31cm
Private collection – London, Ref. RG108
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Fig. 126

Fig. 127

Road map of Armenia, published by GiziMap in Hungary in 2001 and sold all over the world as the
modern map of Republics of Armenia and Azerbaijan. This reproduction is a section of the map
relating to Armenia.

This is a photo of the geographical area of Armenia taken from an orbiting artificial satellite.
(The green and blue colours have been somewhat enhanced.) This image was published in 2002.
In the detail map Yerevan is the grey area located in the centre left of the photograph. At the
north-west corner are the peaks of Mount Aragatz, with the twin peaks of Ararat at the bottom lefthand side of the photo. Part of Lake Sevan can be seen at the top right of the photo. The winding
course of River Arax can also be seen at the foot of the north-eastern slopes of Mount Ararat. In
this photograph some of the fields, water reservoirs and roads are also visible.

Courtesy of Gizi Map Hungary, 1279 Budapest, 25, PO Box 29. Tel. +36-1-326 0717.
Size 112x78cm

Scale 1/1,000,000

Maps4sale, USA
Private collection
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INDEX of PERSONAL & GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES
Important notes:
1- Since the name of Armenia appears on almost every page, it has been omitted from the listing.
2- In the maps some Armenian names are spelt in many different ways. For example Toshpa, Tospitis,
Thospitis, Thospia, Tushpa refer to the same lake, Lake Van. In such cases only the most common spellings
are listed, leaving out the erroneously spelled oddities.
Aa, Pieter van den – 32, 33, 160

Amasia –12

Arjesh or Arjish – 26, 46, 48, 68, 132, 142, 144,

Ataturk, Mustafa Kemal – 9

Abkhazia – 170

America – 20, 106, 158, 222

194, 206

Atropatene – 8, 9, 122, 138, 185, 200, 206, 213

Abubekir Efendi – 32, 176

Amirdowlat of Amasia – 31, 84

Armavir or Armauira 13, 85, 90, 122, 138, 144, 154

Augsburg – 17, 41

Abulfedâ or Abu al-Fidâ – 17, 30, 68, 142, 150

Amsterdam – 11, 21, 22, 130, 132, 138, 144, 148,

Armenia Maior – 8, 13, 18, 19, 26, 31, 54, 64, 66,

Augustus, Emperor – 41

Achamenid Empire – 8, 12

158, 168, 176

86, 90, 92, 94, 96, 102, 110, 122, 132, 136, 138, 142,

Aurelian – 12

Adam and Eve – 52, 58, 82

Amu Darya (Oxus,Jeyhun) – 126

166, 167

Australia – 158, 185

Adana – 68, 142

Anania Shirakatsi – See Shiraktsi

Armenia Minor – 8, 13, 18, 19, 26, 31, 40, 64, 80,

Ayas – 66

Adeljavaz – 142, 174

Anatolia – 8, 9, 15, 26, 32, 94, 132, 144, 160, 167,

85, 90, 92, 96, 102, 110, 132, 142, 164, 166

Azerbaijan – 7, 8, 9, 10, 17, 29, 30, 43, 45, 46, 54,

Aderbaigan – 8, 10, 150, 168, 174, 178

185, 189, 198, 217

Armenian Highlands – 8, 9, 11, 26, 28, 120, 148

68, 85, 102, 122, 138, 144, 150, 168, 174, 178, 182,

Adiapeni – 43

Anaximander of Minetus –11, 12, 37

Armenian Mountains – 50

183, 192, 194, 196, 198, 200, 206, 210, 213, 220, 226

Adherbijan – 26, 150, 168, 178

Antarctica – 52, 72

Armenian Plateau – 26, 72, 106, 224

Azov – 44, 56, 80

Aegean Sea – 45, 56

Antwerp – 132

Armenian SSR – 34, 225

Bâb-ul-Abwâb (Derbend) – 46, 68, 120

Africa – 12, 13, 14, 16, 37, 38, 44, 45, 56, 58, 72, 74,

Arabia – 32, 144, 150

Arran – 8, 10, 27, 30, 45, 46, 48, 54, 68

Babylon – 8, 11, 36, 43, 80, 166, 201

76, 82, 112, 150

Arabian Desert – 136

Arsamosata or Arshamashat – 13, 85, 90, 122, 138,

Bachu (Baku) – 130

Agathodänon – 14

Arabian Sea – 45, 114

173

Bagawan, Baugauana or (Bagrevan[d]) – 15, 41,

Agnese, Battista – 31, 110

Arabkir – 190

Arssis (Arjesh) – 122, 138, 144, 164

85, 90, 122, 138

Agridagh(i) (Ararat) – 176

Aragatz Mount – 226

Artameta or Artemita – 76, 85, 122, 138, 144, 154

Baghdad – 45, 56, 80, 114, 120

Agrippa, M V – 30, 41

Aral – 45, 114, 126

Artashat or Artaxata – 13, 15, 85, 90, 122, 138

Bahrâmi, Ibn – 142, 170

Ahar (Alharh) – 46, 48

Ararat – 8, 11, 15, 16, 18, 26, 28, 46, 50, 51, 56, 58,

Artaz – 192

Baiazid (Bayazed) – 176, 178, 207, 217

Ajamestan – 208

66, 70, 72, 74, 82, 118, 150, 153, 173, 178, 180, 187,

Artzakh (Karabagh) – 22

Baku – 7, 46, 48, 130

Akhalkalak – 202

188, 192, 196, 198, 202, 207, 208, 210, 217, 222, 226

Artzke –142

Baldach (Baghdad) – 80

Akhlat – 46, 54, 68, 142, 144, 190

Arax(es) – 9, 26, 43, 46, 48, 54, 122, 126, 138, 144,

Arzan – 48, 68

Barda’ah or Bardahe (Partav) – 46, 68

Ak(g)htamar – 180, 190, 194

150, 152, 160, 168, 170, 173, 173, 182, 183, 185, 192,

Arzengan (Erzinjan) – 18, 66, 72

Bardzraberd – 68

Alân, al – 46, 54

194, 196, 198, 200, 213, 226

Arzerum (Erzerum) –173

Barkari (Berkri) – 46

Albania – 8, 10, 43, 64, 82, 85, 99, 102, 122, 136,

Araz (Arax) – 174

Asxarhaæuyæ or Ashkharhatzuytz–15, 22, 32

Barsanberd – 68

138, 144, 153, 182, 185

Arctic Seas – 17, 80

Asia – 8, 12, 14, 16, 31, 32, 33, 43, 44, 56, 62, 68, 82,

Barzand – 68

Alexander the Great – 132

Ardabil – 46, 48, 68, 150

96, 99, 110, 124, 128, 167

Basle – 19, 102, 104

Alexandria – 12, 13, 26

Ardahan – 142, 207, 217

Asia Minor – 8, 13, 18, 19, 26, 31, 32, 85, 100, 122,

Bayburt – 190, 207

Alfonso V, of Portugal –76

Argentorati (Strasburg) – 92, 94, 96, 99, 100

127, 132, 142, 153, 164, 166, 185, 200, 206

Baylakan (Bilgan) – 46

Alharh – 46

Aristagoras of Miletus – 11

Assyria – 8, 11, 36, 76, 82, 166, 182, 213

Beatus of Libena – 16, 30, 52

Aljezira – 190

Aristotle – 12

Aswan – 12

Belgium – 8
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Bellin, Jacques N. – 33, 183

Carin (Karin, Erzerum) – 173

Cordoba – 17, 54

Echmiadzin – 156, 173, 178, 201

Bello, Richard de – 62

Carrhae – 36, 43

Cosmas – 16

Eden – 15, 16, 30, 31, 62, 182, 187, 188

Berlin – 7, 34, 208, 217

Cars (Kars) – 144, 176

Cotton, Sir Robert – 50

Edessa – 43

Berlinghieri – 14, 19

Cartveli – 168

Cresques, Abraham – 70, 72

Edrisi (Idrisi) – 54

Berkri – 46, 48

Caspi – 82

Crimea – 155

Egypt – 12, 26, 45, 56, 153

Bert(ius), Pieter – 40

Caspian Sea – 8, 9, 22, 26, 27, 29, 32, 33, 37, 43, 45,

Cuchuo (Korykos) – 66

Elam – 48, 206

Bible – 16, 43, 132

46, 48, 54, 60, 64, 72, 74, 76, 80, 85, 92, 102, 114,

Curzon, Robert Rt. Hon. – 33, 207

Elizabeth I – 21

Biblioteca Marciana – 76

120, 124, 126, 130, 138, 144, 152, 153, 156, 164, 168,

Cyprus – 11, 22, 56, 136, 166

England – 16, 21, 41, 62, 112,155, 202, 204

Bilâd Armaniah – 48

174, 178, 183, 190

Czar – 178

Eraskh, Erasches (r. Arax) – 144, 173

Bilâd ul Rûm (Byzantium) – 46

Caucasus/Caucasian Mountains – 8, 9, 10, 13,

Dadean, H A – 202, 204

Eratosthenes of Alexandria –12, 14, 30, 39

Bilg(h)an –46,68

22, 26, 27, 52, 64, 85, 104, 120, 124, 152, 155, 182,

Dag(h)estan – 10, 170, 174, 178, 183

Eremian, A T – 34, 224

Bingul or Bingeol – 130
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Dajerman or Dakharrghan– 46, 48

Erevan or Erivan – 13, 18, 29, 32, 150, 153, 160, 167,

Birunî, Abu Reihân al – 17

Central Asia – 54

Damascus, Damascho or Damashq – 56, 60, 80

176, 178, 190, 201, 207

Bit Jakinu – 36

Ceuta – 17, 54

d’Anville, J B – 33, 192, 196

Ermenistan – 9, 208

Bitlis – 46, 48, 68, 124, 142, 144, 160, 173, 178, 190,

Ceylon – 12, 13

Daryaye Armanieh – 48

Erzerum or Erseroum – 9, 46, 48, 54, 68, 76, 126,

207, 208

Chahi Daryasi – 48, 168, 174

Dathi, G and L – 31, 80

142, 144, 150, 153, 160, 167, 170, 173, 176, 178, 196,

Bitter Seas – 36

Chaldea – 43, 82

Debil (Dvin) – 28, 46, 48, 68, 144

198, 207, 208

Black Sea – 8, 18, 27, 28, 43, 45, 54, 56, 64, 66, 70,

Chardin, John – 13, 29, 32, 155

Deilam – 17, 48, 120

Erzinjan – 18, 66, 68

72, 74, 76, 80, 85, 92, 114, 120, 122, 126, 127, 136,

Charles II – 155

Delisle, Guillaume – 22, 32, 168, 174, 178, 182
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